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Informational Symbols 
We use the following symbols and abbreviations in our catalog to provide as 
much information as possible in limited space. They are meant to be used as a 
guide, but keep in mind that cultural practices, soil and other factors all affect 
plant growth. (See page 3 for daylily-specific abbreviations.)

S......Prefers full sun (6 hours or more per day)

PS......Prefers partial sun or dappled shade (3-4 hrs of sun per day)

SH......Prefers little or no direct sun

Month......Approximate bloom season

H......Average plant height at maturity

W......Average plant width at maturity

HF......Average height of flower scapes (Hostas only)

Z......Cold hardiness zone range (based on map on page 50)

......Good for cut flowers

o ...... Attracts butterflies

......Attracts hummingbirds

~......Attracts pollinators

PP......Plants are shipped in pots

BR......Plants are shipped bare root (without soil)

PPAF or P.P.......Plants with patent rights

www.rootsrhizomes.com

Top Picks
ta	 	 ice 	i 	t e	 i 		 	

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 16-18", HF 24-29", W 44-48", Z 3-9 (P.P. 33 65) Ideal for adding 
texture to shade gardens, these vigorous plants have wedge-shaped, 12-inch 
leaves that are blue-green with a heavily ru ed, creamy-yellow margin. Bears 
pale lavender owers in midsummer. Part of the Shadowland  series. 
(Hansen 019)  PP

	 	 	eac 	

ca ia	 	 a ee 		   
S/PS, H 36-48", W 36-48", Z 5-11 Bring a touch of the tropics home to your 
landscape. Typically hardy to Zone 7 and higher, this Colocasia, with its large, 
green leaves and pink stems, is root-hardy to Zone 5. The foliage will die back to 
the ground with a heavy frost, but will return the following spring.  PP

	 	 	eac
t e e ia	 	 e 	 ia a 		   ~ o

S/PS, Jul-Aug, H 36-42", W 36-42", Z 6-9 (PPA ) Beginning in midsummer and 
continuing until frost, bushy plants produce an abundance of golden-yellow 

owers highlighted with coral-orange throats. reat for both landscape borders 
and containers.  PP

	 	 	eac

ti e	 	 a 	 i e	 	t e	 		 	 ~ o
S/PS/SH, Aug, H 20-22", W 24-28", Z 4-9 (PPA ) New leaves emerge yellow 
with a dark margin and age to a rich shade of chocolate-burgundy, forming 
an attractive mound of glossy foliage. In late summer, the plants send up dark 

oral stems holding rosy-purple orets that look lovely paired with the dark 
foliage. For best performance in northern regions, plant in full sun.  BR

	 	 	eac 	
e e ca i 	 	 a e 	 c i e 		   ~ o

S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 30-34", Sev, Re, Fra, Z 3-9 (P.P. 31 09) Beautifully 
recurved 5½-6 inch blooms are raspberry-purple with a lavender-purple 
eye one above a light green throat. A heavily ru ed, lemon-yellow picotee 
edge adds a nice pop of contrasting color. (C. eyer 019)  BR

	 	 	eac

i e ia 	 i 	 e 	 ta 		   ~ o 
S/PS, Midseason, H 18-22", Z 3-9–Lightly fragrant blooms are a stunning 
combination of dark-mustard falls with a yellow signal and contrasting light 
yellow standards. The style arms are creamy-yellow, heavily washed with blue-
violet. (Schafer Sacks 013)  BR

	 	 	eac
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Welcome to our Sing 2023 catalog!
Standard shipping is 	on orders of  or more 

through February 28, 2023.
Shipping charges after February 28, 2023:
ta a 	 i i  ..............................

We do not ship plants to AK, HI, Canada, overseas, or 
APO/FPO addresses.

Please allow 5-7 business days for transit time.
See pages 50 and 51 for additional order information.
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SSM Stout Silver Medal
The American Hemerocallis Society annually awards this medal to 
one outstanding daylily. Find this symbol on the images of these 
distinguished varieties.

BETTYLEN

Daylilies | Beautiful for a Day
(Hemerocallis)–We love perennials, but if we have a passion for one it’s the 
daylily. The color range and substance of their glistening blooms is amazing, 
and even though each ower lasts only a day, the bud count is so enormous they 
bloom continuously for many weeks. For all their beauty, daylilies are tough, 
long-lived, disease and insect resistant, cold hardy, and tolerant of neglect. Add 
the fact that they attract bees and butter ies and you have a perennial no garden 
should be without. Daylilies are hardy in Zones 3 to 9 under normal growing 
conditions, unless otherwise stated. We ship bare root divisions of 1-2 fans. ~o
See the back cover for discount pricing on some of our overstock daylilies. 

Ageless Beauty  #A15508
S/PS, Early, H 26-30", Ev, Re, Fra–Beautiful with tremendous eye appeal and a 
great garden performer. Lots of buds and well branched. The fragrant, 5-inch 
cream blooms are beautifully formed and have striking, richly ru ed edges of 
rose-red along with matching eyezones and green throats. (Stamile 2001)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Beauty to Behold  #A15013
S/PS, Midseason, H 22-26", Sev, Noc–A multiple award winner with very large, 
5 -inch owers of lemon yellow with green throats. An excellent performer in 
a wide range of climates. (Sellers 1978)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Berrylicious  #A14898
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 22-26", Sev, Re–Wine-red blooms are 5½ inches across 
with a seductive, near black eyezone, crimped black edge and golden yellow 
throat. The deeply saturated color of this plant lasts well and since it reblooms, 
bright pops of color can be expected for most of the season. Plant on its own 
as a specimen or in a mixed perennial bed. It shines in most any situation. 
(Heemskerk 2011)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Bestseller  #A15072
S/PS, Midseason, H 22-26", Sev, Re Ru ed, yellow petal edges are attention-
grabbing, adding profound texture to the perennial garden. Blooms reach 5  
inches in diameter and are lavender-pink with deep veining and creamy-yellow, 
raised midribs. The eyezone is the same yellow as the edges and sits above a 
lime green throat. (Not registered)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Bettylen  #A15529
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 20-24", Dor, Re, Fra–A beautiful rebloomer. Deep purple, 
5-inch blooms have vivid green throats and are bordered with a white, toothy 
edge. (Heemskerk 2011)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Black Stockings  #A15030
S/PS, Midseason, H 22-26", Sev, Re Deeply ru ed 6-inch blossoms have an 
intense deep black-burgundy color with even darker midribs. A green triangular 
throat makes the blooms appear that much darker. Plants are vigorous and well 
branched. (Heemskerk 006)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Blackberry Sherbert  #A15524
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 26-30", Dor, Re This super-bloomer bears owers over 
several weeks, plus reblooms reliably. The 4 -inch owers are bright gold with 
crimson-red eye ones. If you want a high-performance, show-off daylily, this is 
it! (Sellers 1994)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Born in California  #A14910
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 24-26", Sev, Re Large, 6 -inch light purple blooms 
are outlined with a heavily ru ed edge of dark purple that fades to white. A 
yellow-green throat surrounded by a dark purple eyezone radiates from the 
center of each ower. A vigorous grower. ( aryott 016)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each

Daylily Abbreviation Codes
Abbreviations are used to describe attributes relating to a daylily’s
special features. Symbols that apply are listed under the daylily name. 

Dor DORMANT – Foliage dies back in winter
Sev SEMI-EVERGREEN – Foliage dies back in cold climates and stays 

partially green in warm areas
Ev EVERGREEN – Foliage remains green in all but the coldest areas
Re   REPEAT BLOOM – Plants tend to bloom more than once during 

a growing season
Fra FRAGRANT – Flowers are fragrant
Ext EXTENDED BLOOM – Flowers remain open for 16 hours or more
Noc NOCTURNAL – Flowers open late in the day and remain open all or part

of the next day

AGELESS BEAUTY

BORN IN CALIFORNIA 

BEAUTY TO BEHOLD

BERRYLICIOUS BESTSELLER

New 

BLACK STOCKINGS

BLACKBERRY SHERBERT
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Born to Run  #A14908
S/PS, Midseason, H 20-28", Ev, Re Rosy-red 6-inch blooms have lavishly ru ed 
gold edges and are accented with a light pink eyezone above a green throat. 
A well branched, heavy-blooming variety producing up to 35 buds per scape.
(Stamile 2006)  BR
$16.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Buttered Popcorn  #A14814  
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 30-32", Dor, Re, Fra–Each scape is heavily branched, 
resulting in a lavish display of butter yellow 6-inch blooms accented with 
yellow stamens and tiny green throats. An excellent choice for any landscape 
situation. (Benzinger 1971)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Catcher in the Eye  #A15043
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 28-32", Ev, Re–Lavender-purple 5¼-inch blooms are 
quite eye-catching, displaying a dark purple eye above a light yellow throat. 
Vigorous plants produce up to 30 buds per branch. (J. Kinnebrew 2001)  BR
$16.95; 3+ $15.45 each 
Chance Encounter  #A14914
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 22-26", Dor, Ext, Re, Fra–Beautifully formed, 6-inch 
blooms of raspberry and rose are embellished with lavish ru ing, a gold edge 
and a green throat. The very fragrant owers remain open well into the evening. 
(Stamile 1994)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Charles Johnston  #A15044
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 22-26", Sev, Re, Fra Wide, at and ru ed 6-inch blooms 
are bright cherry red with yellow-green throats and lighter midribs. Begins 
blooming early in the season and its high bud count keeps it in ower for many 
weeks. (L. Gates 1981)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Collage  #A14916
S/PS, Midseason, H 30-34", Sev, Re–Light purple 5¼-inch blooms have a slightly 
darker eye and a golden yellow throat that matches the heavily ru ed edge of 
the petals. (Maryott 2016)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Corona Star  #A15530
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 28-32", Sev, Re Large 5 -inch blooms have ru ed 
edges brushed with pale maroon. A matching eye surrounds a broad, golden-
orange throat. An excellent grower with strong scapes and good bud count. 
(Maryott 2015)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Dancing on Air  #A15533
S/PS, Very Early, H 28-32", Ev, Re–An enormous spider-type bloom measuring up 
to 11 inches across with long, red petals that twist and curl like ribbons. A green 
throat shines from the center of each ower. (Stamile 003)  BR
$16.95; 3+ $15.45 each
Daring Deception  #A15105     
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 22-26", Sev, Re–Unique coloration sets this daylily 
apart. The 5-inch blooms of creamy lavender-pink are embellished with ru ed, 
gold and purple picotee edges and eyes of plum purple. A heavy-blooming 
beauty.  (Salter 1994)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Darla Anita  #A14822     
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 28-32", Ev–Ornate blooms up to 7 inches across are a 
violet-lavender blend bordered with a wide band of tightly crimped gold edges. 
Has a long bloom season with some rebloom. (J. Kinnebrew 1999)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 eachCOLLAGE

CATCHER IN THE EYE

CHARLES JOHNSTON

DANCING ON AIR

BORN TO RUN BUTTERED POPCORN
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HEAVENLY FLIGHT
OF ANGELS

Destined to See  #A15107
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 22-26", Ev, Fra–A daylily admired for its intricate blend 
of colors. The 6-inch cream blooms feature wide lavender-blue patterned eyes, 

ared white midribs, yellow throats and ru ed petal edges bordered with 
violet. (L. Grace 1998)  BR
$16.95; 3+ $15.45 each
i a 	 ice	 #A15147

S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 18-24", Dor, Re, Fra Heavily ru ed 5-6 inch blossoms 
are hot pink with yellow-orange halos and edges and lime green throats that 
draw attention. A vibrant color combination. (Heemskerk 2012)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Eye On America  #A14832
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 24-28", Sev, Re Creamy yellow, 5 -inch flowers are 
highlighted with large plum eye ones, crimped edges and vibrant green throats. 
Blooms are quite eye-catching in the landscape. (Salter 1996)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each 
Finders Keepers  #A15166
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 24-28", Ev A lemon yellow ru e outlines these -inch 
blooms of butter cream overlaid with a hint of soft pink. The owers open early 
in the day. (C. Rogers 006)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Heavenly Angel Ice  #A15175  
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 34-38", Dor, Re Long, curling petals have wavy, crispate 
edges, forming big white blooms  inches across with yellow and lime green 
throats. igorous, long-blooming plants have lots of branching and buds. 
(Gossard 2004)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Heavenly Flight of Angels  #A15174
S/PS, Midseason, H 38-40", Sev, Fra Yellow-green -inch spider-type blossoms 

oat in the landscape. A white, wavy edge, green throat, and heavenly fragrance 
add up to one gorgeous plant. ( ossard 003)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Ikebana Star  #A15188
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 14-18", Dor, Re, Ext–Fully double, creamy-melon-to-
apricot-blend blooms are 5  inches in diameter. These charming blossoms add 
a delicate touch to the landscape, and their compact form can easily be grown in 
containers. (Heemskerk 2012)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Inkheart  #A15562 
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 25-28", Dor, Re, Fra (P.P. 3 364) An eye-catching 
rebloomer to extend the daylily season. Large 5 -inch ru ed blooms are 
creamy yellow with a large dark purple eye one and matching picotee edge. 
(C. Meyer 2019)  BR
$17.95; 3+ $16.45 each
Joan Senior  #A15199
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 24-28", Ev, Ext, Re The 6-inch owers are lightly ru ed, 
diamond-dusted and somewhat translucent, cream to white with a lime green 
throat. Has tremendous bud count and reblooms reliably. (Durio 19 )  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Lake Effect  #A15591   
S/PS, Midseason, H 22-26", Dor, Re, Fra Enormous owers over  inches wide 
are rich amethyst enriched with bluish-lavender eyes and yellow throats. Ivory 
ru es trim the petals like fine lace. The owers have a lovely creped texture and 
heavy substance.  (Stamile 1996)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each

	 	 FINDERS KEEPERS
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Lake of Fire  #A14872
S/PS, Midseason, H 22-26", Dor, Fra–Huge 7-inch apricot-peach blooms have a 
ru ed, orange-red border that displays a wire-thin edge of gold. White ares 
radiate from a yellow-green throat and an orange-red eye one provides a nice 
punch of color. (Emmerich 006)  BR
$19.95; 3+ $17.95 each
Lavender Blue Baby  #A15593  
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 26-30", Dor, Re, Fra This multiple-award winner bears 
5 -inch blooms of lavender-blue with green throats. The lighter eye one 
intensifies on sunnier days. ( . Carpenter 1996)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Lies and Lipstick  #A15588
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 24-28", Sev, Re Babydoll pink petals have a bright, 
cherry-red eye and slightly ru ed red edges with a gold picotee. Blossoms 
measure 5  inches across. ( . innebrew 003)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Lime Frost  #A14871
S/PS, Very Late, H 24-28", Dor, Fra White 5 -inch blooms are suffused with soft 
green, each ower accented with a wide, lime green center seeping up from the 
throat. Somewhat translucent owers are lightly ru ed with recurved tepals. 
(Stamile 1990)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each

fie 	 ee e	a 	 i e		
S/PS, Midseason, H28-32", Sev, Fra This fragrant gem is a lovely combination of 
all things decadent. The ru ed 5-inch deep orchid-mauve owers have lighter 
orchid halos and large greenish-yellow centers. (Heemskerk 01 )  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Orange Tremor  #A15612  
S/PS, Late, H 26-32", Dor, Fra Prepare to be ama ed by the color and huge si e 
of these 6 -inch owers. Opening deep peachy-orange, they mellow to softer 
peach shades in the afternoon. The plants are vigorous with excellent branching. 
( lehm 19 )  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Perceptive  #A15266
S/PS, Midseason, H 28-30", Sev, Re Rounded 5 -inch heavily ru ed blooms are 
a blend of light orange and pink centered with a triangular red eye. The petals 
are finely edged with gold and match the  golden throat. Bears up to 35 buds per 
scape. ( aryott 01 )  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each

i te 	 e ecti 		
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 26-28", Sev, Re Rippling orange petals and sepals have 
a wire-thin edge of red which matches the pointed, bold red eye one of these 
large, 5 -inch uniquely formed blooms. A strong grower bearing up to 15 buds 
per scape. ( aryott 015).  BR
$14.95; 3 + $13.45 each
Primal Scream  #A15623
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 32-36", Dor The -  inch gold-dusted blooms of hot 
tangerine-orange have narrow, twisted, ru ed petals giving them a rippled 
appearance. ood branching and high bud count contribute to an all-around 
great performance. (C. Hanson 1994)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Princess Tutu #A15281
S/PS, Midseason, H 18-22", Dor, Re A wonderful rebloomer. Bubble gum pink 
blooms measure 6 inches across, displaying light yellow braiding on their petal 
edges and a dark pink eye above a yellow-green throat. (Not registered)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each

LAVENDER BLUE BABY	 	
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SIMMONS OVERTURESILOAM DOUBLE CLASSIC

SMOKY MOUNTAIN AUTUMN

Purple Flame #A14887
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 22-26", Sev, Re, Ext Light lavender and gently ru ed 
5-inch blooms exhibit a burgundy-red edge and matching eyezone above a 
green throat. (Heemskerk 2015)  BR
$16.95; 3+ $15.45 each
R&R Night Prowler  #A15504
S/PS, Mid-Late, H 26-30", Dor–This near-black daylily shows just a hint of navy-
purple-red in sunlight. A small chartreuse throat shines at the center of the 5-inch 

owers and a tiny wire edge rims the entire bloom. Plants bear exceptionally 
well. (Not registered)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Siloam Double Classic  #A15313
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 14-18", Dor, Ext, Fra, Re–A highly acclaimed double 
daylily with sweetly scented, salmon-pink, 5-inch blossoms. Pie crust ru ing 
on the petals increases their full appearance. Vigorous, adaptable plants 
rebloom readily. Always one of our most popular daylilies. (P. Henry 19 5)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Simmons Overture #A15576
S/PS, Midseason, H 26-32", Sev, Re, Fra ragrant, 6-inch owers are lavender-rose 
with a purple-black eye one and ru ed edges. A yellow throat shines from 
the center of the bloom. Mature plants produce up to 300 blooms in a season. 
(Heemskerk 2012)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Smoky Mountain Autumn  #A15579
S/PS, Early, H 12-18", Dor, Re, Fra–These blossoms have an almost iridescent 
sheen. The 5-6 inch recurved, ru ed petals are an apricot-pink blend with a 
sunset-yellow halo, deep veins and an olive-green-to-yellow-blend throat. 
( uidry 19 6)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Spacecoast Sea Shells  #A15751
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 28-32", Ev, Re–An eye-catching rebloomer. Cream-
colored 5 -inch owers have a wine-purple eye above a large, creamy yellow 
throat. The edges of the bloom are lightly crimped and outlined in wine-purple. 
(J. Kinnebrew 2003)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Storm Shelter  #A15616
S/PS, Midseason, H 22-26", Dor, Re, Fra–Brilliant green throats radiate from the 
center of 5-inch mauve blooms with wide, deep purple eyezones and matching 
picotee edges. (Emmerich 2006)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Sunday Gloves  #A14895
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 26-30", Dor, Ext, Re, Fra–Near white, 5½-inch blossoms 
are highly fragrant with loosely ru ed petals and pale yellow throats. Lots of 
rebloom results in a summer-long display. (LeBegue Rogers 19 5)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Thank Your Lucky Stars  #A14982
S/PS, Midseason, H 30-34", Sev, Re, Fra Bold, grape-purple, 6-inch owers have 
white midribs and a darker purple halo above a wide, yellow-green, star-shaped 
throat. A vigorous, well-branched selection. (H. Douglas 2011)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Unlock the Stars  #A15672
S/PS, Midseason, H 24-28", Sev, Re–Who can resist the intricate color pattern of 
this fabulous double daylily  Each 6-inch lavender-pink ower is edged with 
a picotee of yellow ru es and a yellow eye that ares out from its center. ery 
special  (Petit 005)  BR
$17.95; 3+ $16.45 each

PURPLE FLAME
R&R 
NIGHT PROWLER

SPACECOAST SEA SHELLS

STORM SHELTER SUNDAY GLOVES THANK YOUR LUCKY STARS UNLOCK THE STARS
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Venetian Fringe  #A14984
S/PS, Midseason, H 24-26", Sev, Re–Rose pink double blooms measure a 
whopping 7½ inches across and display a delightful fringed border of gold. 
Plants occasionally produce a bloom with a single form. (Petit 2008) BR
$17.95; 3+ $16.45 each 
Veins of Truth  #A15387
S/PS, Midseason, H 30-34", Ev, Fra, Noc, Re–With a base color of creamy yellow, 
the petals are overlaid with a large, red-feathered eye and accented with raised 
cream midribs. Intricately designed, 5½-inch blooms have crimped petal edges 
bordered with gold. (D. Hansen 2000)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each 
Volcano Queen  #A15676
S/PS, Midseason, H 20-24", Sev, Re–Intensely colored orange blooms are very 
vibrant and eye-catching. A bright red eyezone, yellow throat and dramatically 
ru ed edges lined with red and yellow make this 5 -inch bloom incomparable.  
(Trimmer 2003)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Winning Ticket  #A14986
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 30-34", Sev, Re, Fra–This full, frilly double daylily draws 
lots of second looks. The 6½-inch blooms are vibrant peach shades. Lots of 
rebloom keeps it owering late into the summer. ( . oiner 1995)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
Yellow Mammoth  #A15690
S/PS, Midseason, H 32-38", Dor, Ext, Noc, Re, Fra–These highly fragrant lemon 
yellow blooms are H E, often over 10 inches across, and have spoon-shaped 
petals and wavy ru ed edges. The plants exhibit good vigor and branching. 
(Powell 19 4)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each

VENETIAN FRINGE

Daylily Mixes 
Elite Daylily Mix  #A15499
A selection of gorgeous daylilies handpicked to give a wide color range and 
long season of bloom. Our large, dormant, bare root divisions are bursting with 
vigor and ready to pop as soon as they re given a good home. An exceptional 
value.  BR
6 for $28.95; 12 for $51.95; 24 for $90.95; 48 for $156.95

Dramatically Dark Mix  #A15489
This hand-selected mix of dark purples and reds is eye-catching from a distance 
and will certainly add drama and dimension to any landscape setting. These 
varieties generally grow 26-32 inches tall.  BR
6 for $25.95; 12 for $45.95; 24 for $84.95; 48 for $144.95

Pastel Parfait Daylily Mix  #A15493 
This mix of cream, yellow, apricot, pink and lavender daylilies adds a subtle, 
yet eye-catching touch to the landscape. They mingle well with almost anything 
and fill in spots where other plants are hard to grow.  BR
6 for $25.95; 12 for $45.95; 24 for $84.95; 48 for $144.95
Sunset Celebration Daylily Mix  #A15434 
A border of these brilliant orange, gold and yellow daylilies is a breathtaking 
sight. We’ve put together a collection of our brightest and best sunset colors.  BR
6 for $25.95; 12 for $45.95; 24 for $84.95; 48 for $144.95

WINNING TICKET

PASTEL PARFAIT MIX

ELITE MIX

DRAMATICALLY DARK MIX

VEINS OF TRUTH

VOLCANO QUEEN

YELLOW MAMMOTH

SUNSET CELEBRATION MIX
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Daylilies | Mix or Match

BARBARY CORSAIRAURORA RASPBERRY BARBARA MITCHELL

CATTLEYA FRILLS

EMERALD DEW

FINAL TOUCH

BECKY LYNN

CANADIAN BORDER PATROL

DOMINIC

EXOTIC ECHO

All daylilies listed on pages 9-12 are at mix or match pricing.  
$10.95; 2-5 for $9.45 each; 6-9 for $7.95 each;  

10+ for $6.45 each

Always Afternoon  #A14902
S/PS, Early, H 20-24", Sev, Ext, Re–Mauve-pink 5½-inch blooms have deep purple 
eye ones, green throats and buff-colored ru ed petal edges. lowers hold up in 
heat and open perfectly, even in cool temperatures. ( orss 19 )  BR
Aurora Raspberry  #A14901
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 28-32", Dor–Raspberry-pink, 5-inch blossoms have a 
faint halo and ivory midribs. An apricot throat glows at the center of the ower. 
A superb performer in northern gardens. (Not registered)  BR
Barbara Mitchell  #A15010 
S/PS, Midseason, H 20-24", Sev, Re–Glistening soft pink, 6-inch blooms have 
perfect form with wide, elegantly ru ed petals. Heavy texture gives them a 
corduroy appearance. Highly regarded, widely adapted and an easy grower. 
(Pierce 19 4)  BR
Barbary Corsair  #A14806
S/PS, Midseason, H 14-18", Sev, Re Wonderfully weatherproof 3-inch owers of 
rich violet-plum are highlighted with a bright lime green throat. This vigorous, 
heavy- owering miniature forms a nice clump with well-branched scapes. 
(Hudson 19 0)  BR
Becky Lynn  #A15520
S/PS, Very Early, H 18-22", Sev, Re, Fra–This extra-early, repeat bloomer is well 
worth a spot in your garden. Its ru ed, 6 -inch owers are rose and pink 
shades with white midribs and green throats. A strong fragrance adds extra 
appeal. ( uidry 19 )  BR
Bela Lugosi  #A14911
S/PS, Midseason, H 32-36", Sev–This popular purple daylily holds its dark color, 
even in full sun. Deep purple 6-inch blooms have chartreuse-green throats and 
neatly crimped petal edges. A dependable grower, well-branched and heavily 
budded. (C. Hanson 1995)  BR
Canadian Border Patrol  #A15039
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 26-30", Sev, Re ood-si ed 6-inch cream owers have 
large purple-red eye ones and are rimmed with matching narrow picotee-
ru ed edges. A small green throat completes each bloom. (Salter 1995)  BR
Cattleya Frills  #A15045   
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 28-32", Dor–Rose-lavender 6-inch blooms have a deeper 
plum eye one and greenish-yellow throat. A ru ed yellow edge trims the 
petals. ( lehm 1996)  BR
Dominic  #A15539
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 28-32", Sev, Re–Large 5½-inch blooms are striking 
maroon-red with a black velvet finish that holds up well, even in full sun. The 
deep, rich color is accentuated by a vibrant golden yellow throat. A good grower 
that reblooms. ( . Williams 19 4)  BR
Emerald Dew  #A14922
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 26-30", Dor, Ext, Re Elegantly tailored, 6 -inch owers 
of yellow are decorated with lightly crimped and serrated petal edges and 
glowing emerald-green throats. (Harris 19 0)  BR
Exotic Echo  #A15131
S/PS, Midseason, H 14-18", Dor–Well-branched scapes bear loads of delightfully 
ru ed 3-inch owers that are a cream-pink blend with double burgundy-
washed eyes. (Sellers 19 4)  BR
Final Touch  #A14836
S/PS, Late, H 30-34", Dor, Fra This super-bloomer bears an exceptional number 
of bicolor 4 -inch blooms. The fragrant pink and lavender owers with bright 
green throats are produced in steady supply up until frost. (Apps 1991)  BR
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Fragrant Pastel Cheers  #A15140
S/PS, Midseason, H 36-40", Dor, Fra–Sparkling 5½-inch blooms display shades of 
yellow, peach and cream in the morning and become near-white by the end of 
the day. (Klehm 1990)  BR

te 	 i ta e	 e 		
S/PS, Early, H 22-26", Dor, Re, Fra The 4 -inch owers are a cream and soft 
yellow blend with blushes of antique pink concentrated in the richly ru ed 
petal edges. (Begnaud 2000)  BR

e i 		
S/PS, Midseason, H 38-42", Dor, Ext, Fra–Scented 5½-inch yellow blooms last into 
the evening. Vigorous and long-blooming. (F. B. Mead 1924)  BR
Janice Brown 
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 20-24", Sev–Clear pink 4½-inch rounded blooms display 
a very large rose eye and green throat. Robust plants produce lots of buds on 
strong candelabra-branched scapes. (E. C. Brown 1986)  BR
e 		

S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 22-26", Dor, Ext–These extraordinary lemon yellow 
owers with green throats have incredible substance and perfect form. The 5 -

inch blooms have heavily ru ed petals so precise they appear sculpted. An 
excellent grower. (H. Harris 1980)  BR

e e	 ic e		
S/PS, Midseason, H 12-16", Ev, Ext–Blooms 6 inches across are a shimmering 
rose-pink blend accented with deeper pink veining, pie crust ru ing and green 
throats that age to yellow. Very elegant looking. (Spalding-Guillory 1984)  BR
itt e	 a	 a		

S/PS, Early, H 12-16", Ev, Fra, Ext Beautifully ru ed, -inch blooms are pale 
pink with rosy-red veins that blush the petals. A red eye one and green throat 
complete the adorably dainty package. (Williamson 1984)  BR

fie 	 i 		
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 28-36", Sev, Re ragrant 6-inch double owers are a 
unique shade of rust-red, each bloom accented with yellow highlights and a 
yellow halo. Heavy ru ing edges the numerous petals. (Heemskerk 005)  BR
Lullaby Baby  #A15227
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 18-20", Sev, Ext, Fra Creamy pale pink 3 -inch owers 
have small mint green throats. Fragrant blooms display a smooth, porcelain 
finish and dainty ru ed petals. A classic. (W. Spalding 19 5)  BR
a i	 a 	 a a e		   

S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 22-26", Dor Rose-lavender, 3 -inch owers have wine-
red eyes, mauve-rose watermarks, chartreuse throats and pie crust ru ed petal 
edges. (Kroll 1992)  BR
a ic	 a ce 		

S/PS, Midseason, H 26-30", Dor–Deep purple petals transition to lavender at 
the edges with lighter cream-to-yellow sepals and midribs and bright yellow-
green throats. Blooms that measure 5 inches across are hard to look away from. 
(Heemskerk 00 )  BR
a 	 		

S/PS, Midseason, H 32-36", Dor–One of the best daylilies for color impact in the 
landscape. Loads of brilliant golden orange 6½-inch blooms are held on widely 
branched scapes. Very vigorous with high bud count and excellent foliage. 
(H. McDonell 1984)  BR
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e 	 i e		
S/PS, Midseason, H 22-28", Dor, Re–Bears huge, 6-inch blooms of bright red 
edged with gold. The multiple petals are richly ru ed, creating a very full look. 
A vigorous grower with good foliage. ( oiner 199 )  BR
e 	 a e i e	 i t		

S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 32-34", Dor, Fra Large, 6 -inch blooms have heavily 
crimped edges and are pinched at the petal tips – a unique feature not often 
found in daylilies. The light tangerine-orange color adds a refreshing touch to 
landscapes. A heavy bloomer. ( lehm 1995)  BR

	a 	 		
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 16-20", Sev, Re, Fra Baby-pink 4 -inch owers have 
ru ed petals and green throats. igorous plants with well-branched scapes 
produce blooms all summer long. ( . Harding 1994)  BR
a a e	 	 eac c 		

S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 34-38", Dor Long petals form huge owers, up to  inches 
across, with an unusual, crispate form. The rose-peach blooms have a large, rose 
eye one and a broad, cream throat. (Oakes 1990)  BR

a te 	a 	 a 		
S/PS, Late, H 26-30", Dor, Fra Peach, apricot and gold meld together in these 5 -
inch diamond-dusted blooms embellished with dainty ru es and pink midribs. 
Often reblooms once established. (Reckamp- lehm 19 1)  BR

	 i 	 t		
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 24-28", Dor Elegant 5-inch blooms are richly endowed 
with great depth of color  a blend of mauve, lavender, peach and cream around 
yellow centers and green throats. Petal edges are beautifully ru ed. An 
excellent grower. (Not registered)  BR

	 e ia 	 e 		
S/PS, Midseason, H 34-38", Dor, Fra–This popular plant bears 6-inch blossoms 
of rich lemon yellow with attractive ru ing, deep veins and a green throat. 
Blooms have a lovely fragrance and plants are robust, quickly forming large 
clumps. (Not registered)  BR

	 acific		
S/PS, Midseason, H 24-28", Dor elvety cherry-red, 5 -inch blooms have lime 
green throats and a wire rim of white outlining the petal edges. The plants are 
excellent growers. (Not registered)  BR

	 ea 	 a te 	
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 22-26", Dor This daylily cranks out an unbelievable 
number of blooms. ragrant 5-inch diamond-dusted owers are soft creamy-
yellow with a touch of pink in the midribs. (Not registered)  BR

	 a 	t 	 ic e 		
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 20-24", Dor Diamond-dusted 5 -inch blooms are a 
melting pot of apricot, melon and pink. A coral band introduces a gold center 
and olive-green throat. Petals are quite thick and lavishly bordered with knobby, 
gold ru es. (Not registered)  BR

	 eet	 	 e 		
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 20-24", Dor–Petals in honeyed tones of peach and 
pink are eyed with soft rose halos and gold throats. The petal edges are lightly 
crimped and brushed with golden yellow. The well-branched plants bear loads 
of 5-6 inch blooms. (Not registered)  BR
e 	 i cc i 		

S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 22-26", Dor One of the brightest red daylilies we offer. 
Crimson-red 5-inch blooms are textured with dark burgundy veining. The wide 
petals are lightly waved on the edges and the golden-yellow throat provides 
great contrast. ( lehm 19 ) BR
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Ruby Spider  #A15637
S/PS, Early, H 32-36", Dor These gigantic 9-inch ruby-red owers have long, 
spoon-shaped petals that lay wide and at to display large, golden yellow throats 
that radiate into the midribs. akes a huge visual impact in the landscape. 
(Stamile 1991)  BR
Ruby Stella  #A15300
S/PS, Early-Late, H 16-20", Dor, Re, Fra A reliable everbloomer that thrives in 
tough locations. Compact plants produce a profusion of dark wine-red, 3-inch 

owers with yellow throats. Ideal in mass plantings and in containers. Slight 
fragrance. (Not registered)  BR
South Seas  #A14976
S/PS, Midseason, H 28-32", Dor, Re, Fra The warm tangerine-coral, 5 -inch 
blooms of this exceptionally long-blooming daylily are a big hit in any ower 
border. ( oldovan 1993)  BR
Spider Miracle  #A15354
S/PS, Midseason, H 30-34", Dor One of the most popular and well-known spider 
daylilies. Lime green centers extend into slim, spoon-shaped, dramatically 
recurved petals of yellow-green. The blooms measure a whopping  inches. 
(W. Hendricks 19 6)  BR
Stolen Treasure  #A15665
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 24-28", Dor We fell in love with this diamond-dusted 
pink bitone. Petals of deep pink have wide, undulating ru es that become 
lighter at the edges. A prominent yellow halo surrounds the green throat of 
these unique 6 -inch owers. (H. Dougherty 1996)  BR
Summer Wine  #A15582
S/PS, Midseason, H 22-26", Dor An older diploid with so many good qualities it s 
a mainstay in gardens everywhere. Lightly ru ed, 5 -inch rose-violet blooms 
with deep yellow throats have a lovely, carefree form. (Wild 19 3)  BR
Sun Dried Tomatoes  #A15670
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 30-34", Dor Rich tomato-red 6-inch blooms hold their 
color well, even in a day of full sun. A blended golden-green throat, pie crust 
ru ing and a coat of diamond dusting add extra appeal to this exceptional 
daylily. ( lehm 1995)  BR
Tiger Swirl  #A15618
S/PS, Midseason, H 30-34", Dor, Fra Triangular-shaped owers are light golden 
yellow with a raspberry-red eye and yellow throat. Sepals are smooth and 
twisting, adding extra are to the 6 -inch blooms. (Rasmussen 000)  BR
Welcome Mat  #A15405
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 22-26", Dor, Re, Fra ive-inch owers are a blend of 
peach and pink with tight golden ru ing on the petal edges. A golden-apricot 
halo circles a small, yellow-green throat. igorous, hardy and fast growing. 
( lehm 19 )  BR
Yazoo Elsie Hinston #A15686
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 30-34", Sev, Fra Buttercream, ru ed petals look like 
ribbons of vanilla frosting. A pale lime green throat and light cream midribs add 
to the subtle beauty of the -inch blossoms. lowers are fragrant and deeply 
veined. Plants are sturdy and well scaped. (W. H. Smith 19 6)  BR

SPIDER MIRACLE 

RUBY STELLA

SUMMER WINE

TIGER SWIRL

YAZOO ELSIE HINSTON 

SOUTH SEAS

RUBY SPIDER

STOLEN TREASURE

SUN DRIED TOMATOES

WELCOME MAT

Takes the place of a trowel, transplanter,
cultivator and weeder.

Cuts through even tough root-filled clay soil with 
ease. ade of enamel-powder-coated, high carbon 
steel and comes with a lifetime manufacturer s guar-
antee. Blade measures  inches long by  inches 
wide with a 5 -inch handle. Can be re-sharpened.
#59095–Each $33.95
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Siberian Iris | Fit for Royalty
Named after a Greek goddess, given as gifts to Egyptian kings, and linked to the 

rench monarchy through its styli ed imagery as the eur-de-lis, the Iris has a 
rich tradition rooted in royalty. In late spring and early summer, these graceful, 
beardless, -5 inch owers provide a wonderful visual display as they oat atop 
mounds of narrow, grasslike foliage that stays attractive all summer. They re 
easily grown in full sun or light shade and humus-rich, moist, slightly acidic 
soil, rapidly forming large clumps. Deep root systems make them tolerant of 
both dry and boggy conditions. Hardy in Zones 3 to 9. Space 4-36 inches apart 
when planting. We ship large, bare root divisions. ~  

Banish Misfortune  #A18007
S/PS, Early Midseason, H 43-47"–Elegantly colored, lightly fragrant blooms have 
light blue standards and style arms. The blue falls have a prominent yellow 
signal veined in deep purple. (Schafer/Sacks 1999)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Black Joker™  #A18010
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 18-22" Compact but vigorous, with unique dark purple 
falls edged with gold and standards lavender with yellow highlights. A truly 
unique color combination. (Schafer Sacks 013)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
Blueberry Fair  #A18013
S/PS, Midseason, H 30-34" Blue-violet falls with heavily ru ed edges are broad 
and circular with a veined white signal area. The upright standards are a lighter 
shade of the falls and the sunburst style arms are multi-shaded blue-violet to 
light blue. (Hollingworth 1996)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Bridal Jig  #A18015
S/PS, Midseason, H 28-36" Large white to pale yellow blossoms are very eye-
catching in the landscape. With the slightest of bree es, ru ed petal edges 
appear to dance a ig above sword-like green foliage. (Schafer/Sacks 1993)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Butter And Sugar  #A12815
S/PS, Midseason, H 26-34" Bright yellow falls and neat white standards form the 
large, ared blooms. A reliable, vigorous variety. ( cEwen 19 6)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
Butterscotch Fizz  #A18016
S/PS, Midseason, H 30-34" Lightly fragrant blooms have light yellow standards 
and contrasting yellow-orange style arms. The falls are pink over yellow, 
creating an overall orange effect, and display a golden-orange signal and pink 
freckles. (Schafer Sacks 013)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
ae a 	 t e 		

S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 28-32" We consider this our never-fail Siberian. It s so 
vigorous it multiplies almost like a weed. A row in bloom in our fields creates 
a solid carpet of deep violet. White signals and gold hafts accent the owers. 
(Morgan 1932)  BR
3 for $14.95; 6 for $24.95
Cape Cod Boys  #A12824
S/PS, Midseason & Rebloom, H 27-32" A special iris that tends to rebloom. 
Standards are a beautiful light blue-violet with darker veining. The falls have 
a dark blue-violet dappled border and a yellow signal that fades toward the 
edges. (Schafer Sacks 009)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
Charming Billy™  #A18019
S/PS, Midseason, H 24-28" alls are deep red-violet accented with bright yellow 
signals. Standards are a lighter shade of red-violet that beautifully offsets the 
light blue styles. (Schafer Sacks 004)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Concord Crush  #A18022
S/PS, Midseason & Rebloom, H 28-32" Lavishly ru ed, double blooms have blue-
violet standards, slightly darker falls and a signal that is dark blue heavily veined 
in white to yellow. A vigorous variety. (Bauer Coble 009)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
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Includes one each of Black oker  (p. 13), inger Twist (p. 14), 
How Audacious (p. 14), Paprikash  (p. 16) and Sunfisher (p. 1 ).

#A18095X (a $69.75 value) $58.95
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Currier  #A18023
S/PS, Early, H 30-35"–Deep purple-red falls are highlighted with a large, white 
signal and a wire-thin edge of white. The standards are a slightly darker shade 
of purple-red and the style arms show a hint of blue. (Hollingworth 2003)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
Dance Ballerina Dance  #A12826
S/PS, Early, H 30-34"–White standards edged with light pink-violet, near white 
styles, and falls of lavender-rose bordered with a lighter band. (Varner 1982)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Dear Delight  #A12829
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 26-30" Light blue owers accented with white bla es 
at their centers are borne in abundance on vigorous plants. ( cEwen 19 5)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
Ego  #A12830   
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 30-34" The brilliant sky blue color of this ru ed ower 
is etched with an intricate haft pattern. igorous plants are very heavy owering. 
( c arvey 1965)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Ginger Twist  #A18029
S/PS, Early, H 28-32" alls are a blend of pink, brown and gold, speckled with red 
purple, and accented with a bright yellow signal. Standards are light lavender 
edged in pale yellow with pale gold style arms. (Schafer Sacks 009)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
Golden Edge  #A12843
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 28-32" Ru ed owers are outlined with a golden 
edge. Standards are medium violet-blue with lighter styles and the falls are dark 
violet-blue with a golden signal. ( cEwen 1991)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each

	 i 		
S/PS, Late, H 34-38" Wide, slightly ru ed, clean white owers of excellent 
substance display a soft green cast on opening.  ( c arvey 19 )  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Happy Ever After  #A18030
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 32-36" igorous plants produce an ama ing number of 
large, white owers that are beautifully ru ed with feathered style arms, large 
yellow centers and consistently perfect form. (Hollingworth 006)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
High Standards  #A12852
S/PS, Midseason, H 42-46" Deep purple owers with widely aring form have 
semi-pendant falls and a small white and gold signal. Vigorous plants form 
magnificent clumps. (Hollingworth 19 6)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
How Audacious  #A18031
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 32-36" A definite showstopper. Red-violet standards are 
paired with blue-violet falls which display a prominent, yellow signal and red-
violet shading toward their gold rimmed, ru ed edges. (Hollingworth 009)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
I See Stars  #A18039
S/PS, Midseason, H28-32" Large, blue-violet, star-shaped blooms have six 
falls decorated with delicately veined, white signals. Lavender-blue style arms 
highlight the centers. (Not registered)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each 
Imperial Opal  #A18041
S/PS, Midseason, H 32-36" This multi-petaled Siberian Iris is lavender-pink with 
nearly imperceptible yellow-green bla es. Slightly darker veins and speckling 
on the petals extend outwards. (Bauer Coble 001)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
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Isabelle  #A12841
S/PS, Late, H 26-30" Ru ed, semi- aring blooms have cream standards, cream 
and yellow styles with curled crests, and bright yellow falls that mature to 
pale yellow with darker veining. A strong grower with lots of bloom power. 
(Warburton 19 )  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Jaybird  #A18045
S/PS, Midseason, H 34-38" Bluebird may be a more fitting name, as the falls are 
near cobalt blue and the standards are a lighter shade of lavender-blue. A dark 
navy signal marks the center of the owers that perch like birds atop tall stems. 
Develops rapidly into large clumps. (Hager 19 )  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Jerry Murphy™  #A18043
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 28-32" ivid reddish falls with yellow signals at 
their bases and standards of lavender and soft blue. Another unique color 
combination. (Schafer Sacks 009)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Jewelled Crown  #A12851
S/PS, Midseason, H 24-28" Deep wine-red blooms have ru ed falls with a 
circular gold bla e that fades to white.  (Hollingworth 19 5)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Lady Lilac  #A12853
S/PS, Very Early-Midseason, H 30-34" The standards and feathered styles form 
a pale lavender-white cup with large purple spots at the base. alls are darker 
pinkish-lavender with light yellow signals shading lighter toward the edges. 
Blooms are very ru ed with semi- aring form. ( cEwen 1990)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Mad Magenta  #A12837
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 24-30" Ru ed magenta blooms have a touch of blue 
on the shoulders of the falls. Styles are fringed and curled, adding depth to the 
bloom. (Warburton 19 6)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Marshmallow Frosting  #A18052
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 30-34" listening white, ru ed owers with yellow 
signals and aring form are exceptionally large, often up to 6 inches across. 
Outstanding. ( cEwen 19 4)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
Miss Apple™  #A18056
S/PS, Midseason, H 28-32" edium red standards pair with velvety deep red 
falls that are highlighted by a golden yellow signal. Blooms emit a slight, sweet 
fragrance. (Schafer Sacks 009)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
On Mulberry Street  #A18060
S/PS, Midseason, H 28-34" Ru ed style arms sit atop light standards that are 
heavily veined and dappled with red-violet. The dark falls are blue-violet toward 
the center of the petals and red-violet toward the edges, with a light yellow signal.  
(Schafer Sacks 01 )  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Over In Gloryland  #A12806
S/PS, Midseason, H 32-36" The velvety navy-purple color is unmatched for 
intensity. A light gold bla e stands out in bold relief against the midnight tones. 

raceful ru ing adds to the overall elegance. (Hollingworth 199 )  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each

Supply necessary nutrients 
with this easy-to-use formula.

This O RI-listed, organic fertili er (4-1 -0) contains 
marine-based bone meal and is an excellent source 
of phosphorus and calcium. It is well-suited for use 
with all perennials. Apply  tbsp. per square foot and 
thoroughly mix into the top 3 inches of soil.
#51044–5 Lb. Box $18.95

Down to Earth Fish Bone Meal

ISABELLE JAYBIRD

JERRY MURPHY™ JEWELLED CROWN

MAD MAGENTA

MISS APPLE™

ON MULBERRY STREET

LADY LILAC

MARSHMALLOW FROSTING
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OVER IN GLORYLAND
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Painted Woman™  #A18069
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 25-30" niquely colored, slightly fragrant owers are 
captivating in the landscape. Standards are pearl with a red-violet wash and 
veining. alls are red-violet over a yellow background with a yellow signal 
veined in red-violet. (Schafer Sacks 00 )  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Papillon  #A12860
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 32-35" Lavender-blue blossoms resemble butter ies. 
Sturdy, upright plants seldom have borer issues. Tolerant of wet conditions and 
can be planted in containers or in the landscape. (Dykes 19 3) BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Paprikash™  #A18063
S/PS, Midseason, H 18-22" Creamy apricot style arms and standards are stippled 
and veined with red-violet. The apricot falls are heavily shaded in red and 
accented with a bright yellow signal. Slightly fragrant. (Schafer Sacks 01 )  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Pink Parfait  #A18062  
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 24-28" Lavender-pink, ru ed blossoms put on a 
gorgeous show in the early summer landscape. nique double blooms look 
almost like roses. (Not registered)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
Reprise  #A12869
S/PS, Midseason-Late & Rebloom, H 30-34" The standards are pale violet, the 
styles lined with aqua-blue midveins and the falls are deeper violet with dark 
blue highlights. (Warburton 19 6)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Rikugi Sakura  #A12866
S/PS, Midseason, H 28-32" A unique variety featuring 4-inch owers with 6 falls 
and no standards. Blooms are clear violet-pink with a touch of honey-gold on the 
claws, ust behind the inconspicuous signal areas. (Shidara by Hager 19 )  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each

e 	 e et		
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 20-24" The reddish-purple blooms have slightly darker 
shaded, ru ed falls marked with a decorative signal. Style arms are lighter 
reddish-purple. ( cEwen 19 3)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each

a e 	 a e   
S/PS, Early-Mid-Late, H 30-36" Standards are violet with red-violet styles, while 
the falls are white and strongly defined by delicate violet veins and a solid violet 
edge. A multi-award winner that doesn t disappoint. (Warner 19 9)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each

i e 	 e		
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 26-30" Ru ed falls are very dark purple with a breath 
of red and an overall black velvet sheen. A prominent white signal veined with 
navy-purple shines from the center of the ower. Always a customer favorite. 
( cEwen 19 9)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
i e 	 e		

S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 26-30" This variety is lovely with its light violet-blue 
standards, darker violet-blue falls and bla e of yellow and white. The entire 
bloom is encompassed by a thin, silvery edge. A vigorous grower and prolific 
bloomer. ( cEwen 19 3)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each

PAPILLON

PINK PARFAIT

RIKUGI SAKURA

	

	

PAPRIKASH™

	

		

Work great for deer and rabbits.

These easy-to-use repellent tubes contain an organic for-
mulation that uses highly concentrated garlic oil to repel 
deer and rabbits for a whole season, even through wind, 
rain and snow. Simply break the seal to activate the 
product and then clip the biodegradable container to the 
plant, attach it to a nearby fence or support, or lay it on 
the ground. Each tube lasts 6-  months. Package of 5.
#52030– ac 	

Fend O�™
Repeent Od
 Cli�
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Sky Mirror  #A18087
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 34-38"–An intricate blend of violet and blue. The lighter 
standards and darker-toned falls have a concentration of navy-purple veining 
centered around a distinct green signal. iolet-blue style arms are ushed with 
aqua. (Warburton 1986)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Solar Energy  #A12872
S/PS, Midseason, H 22-26" Bright blooms have cream to pale yellow falls with a 
large, deep yellow signal. Cream standards offer nice contrast against the pale 
yellow style arms and brighter falls. (Schafer Sacks 014)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Sprinkles  #A18088
S/PS, Midseason, H 30-34" Lavender-pink owers have a diffusion of darker, 
violet-lavender sprinkles over the standards and falls. The edges of the ower 
pale to near white. Pale lavender style arms have darker edges, turquoise 
midribs, and crests peppered with dark lavender. (Bauer Coble 1993)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
Strawberry Fair  #A18092  
S/PS, Late, H 28-32" Large, widely aring blooms have heavy pie crust ru ing 
and are an unusual shade of crushed strawberry pink. The standards are slightly 
lighter in hue. A small, white signal and light blue style arms accent the center of 
each bloom. (Hollingworth 199 )  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each

fi e 		
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 26-30"–A bright and sunny variety to light up your 
landscape. Light yellow standards and pearly, pale yellow style arms sit atop 
ru y falls of deep yellow. A green-veined, yellow signal blends awlessly into 
the petals. (Schafer Sacks 003)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Swans in Flight  #A12890
S/PS, Late, H 30-35" One of the latest-blooming Siberian iris. ery large, pure 
white blooms make quite the statement oating above the grasslike foliage. 
(Hollingworth 006)  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
Tipped in Blue  #A12891
S/PS, Midseason-Late, H 20-25" Sweetly fragrant blooms have light blue-violet 
standards that are delicately shaded with yellow on the edges and style arms that 
are a blend of blue-violet and yellow. The bold yellow falls have a touch of blue 
on their tips and are overall veined with blue-violet. (Schafer Sacks 010)  BR
$11.95; 3+ $10.95 each
Uncorked™  #A18072
S/PS, Early, H 23-27" Pastel blue standards with pale yellow bases. The yellow 
falls have a blue overlay and large yellow signals with blue dotting. An unusual 
and attractive color combination. (Schafer Sacks 00 )  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
White Amber™  #A18096
S/PS, Early, H 24-28" An elegant combination of colors. Bright yellow style 
arms stand out against light lavender standards. The falls are pink with a wide, 
yellow margin and are highlighted by a yellow signal veined in deep pink. 
(Schafer Sacks 001)  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each

SKY MIRROR SOLAR ENERGY 

SPRINKLES

SUNFISHER

STRAWBERRY FAIR

SWANS IN FLIGHT TIPPED IN BLUE

UNCORKED™ WHITE AMBER™

Siberian Iris Mix  #A12894 
Here is an opportunity to plant rugged and reliable Siberian 
Iris for a fraction of their usual cost. Our mix includes a 
number of cultivars in a wide range of colors. At these special prices, the 
varieties are our choice, but we re confident you will be pleased.  BR
3 for $14.95; 6 for $24.95

Special Pricing

Includes one each of Concord Crush (p. 13), ull s Wing (p. 14),
Painted Woman (p. 16), Pink Parfait (p. 16) and ncorked (p. 1 ).

#A18094X (a $66.75 value) $56.95

Popular Fav	ites Siberian Iris Co�ection
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H�tas | Made for the Shade
There’s a reason Hostas remain so popular for shaded sites. Available in a 
range of forms and sizes, they add richness, color and texture to shady 
gardens all season long, with an added attraction in summer when owers 
emerge. All are hardy in Zones 3 to 8, long-lived, and very easy to grow in any 
moist, well-drained soil.  

	 	 i a	 i i 	   #A12403
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 16-18", HF 20-24", W 14-24"–Deeply cupped and upward facing 
powder blue leaves are 7-8 inches long and wide with a heavily corrugated 
texture that offers wonderful slug resistance. Develops slowly into a beautiful 
mound of foliage. Bears white tubular owers. (Walden West  19 9)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
	 	 te   #A17402

PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 18-22", HF 28-32", W 34-38"–(P.P. 6 55) Large, 10-inch, green 
leaves are heart shaped and have a wide, vibrant yellow margin and beautiful 
corrugation. Plants form impressive mounds over time and bear lavender 

owers in summer. (Walters ardens 01 )  PP
$17.95; 3+ $16.45 each
	 	 a e 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 14-18", HF 18-20", W 24-28"–Lightly rippled leaves have bright 
white centers which vividly contrast with bold, dark green margins that ame 
inward. Tolerates more sun than many white-centered varieties. Bears lavender 

owers. (Heemskerk 01 )  BR
$21.95; 3+ $19.95 each
	 a ta i ea	 ite 		

PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H 18-26", HF 18-34", W 36"+–A form of H. plantaginea, famous for 
the superb fragrance of its large, double-white owers. Shiny, light green leaves 
are 11 inches long with smooth texture. ( aekawa 1940)  BR
$18.95; 3+ $17.45 each
	 	 t a ti 		

PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 28-32", HF 45", W 65-70"–(P.P. 1 093) A broad, golden-yellow 
margin decorates dark green leaves that measure up to  inches wide and 13 
inches long. Pointed tips and wavy edges add nice texture to the landscape. 
Bears pale lavender owers high above the foliage. Tolerates some sunlight, 
which will further brighten the margin. (Hansen 004)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
	 	 e 	 e i 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 14-18", HF 26-30", W 26-30"–(P.P. 4009) Remarkably thick, 
heavy leaves add spectacular texture to the perennial shade garden. Intense 
blue-green leaves have a creamy-white to apple-green margin. Lavender owers 
bloom in midsummer. (Not registered)  BR
$18.95; 3+ $17.45 each
	 	 i 	 a 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 22-26", HF 34-38", W 34-38"–This large, clump-forming plant is 
described as one of the best blue varieties available. Huge, puckered leaves are 
cupped and chalky blue in color. Plus, they have good substance, making them 
resistant to a multitude of pests. Near white owers emerge in large quantities 
starting in late summer. (Aden 19 )  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
	 	 e	 a aii 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 28-32", HF 42-46", W 40-44"–Rounded, 10-inch leaves with thick 
substance and texture aunt a powdery blue hue not found in many hostas, and 
plants maintain that color for the length of the growing season. Bears white, 
fragrant blooms, making it a stately specimen variety.  (Petrys yn 1999)  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
	 	 e	 e	 a 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 5-8", HF 6-8", W 10-14"–The thick, rounded, velvety-blue to 
gray-green leaves of this miniature hosta curve like little mouse ears. Plants 
form small, symmetrical mounds. Lavender bell-shaped owers on short scapes 
emerge from balloon-like buds in midsummer. (E.  . Deckert 000)  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each
	 	 i 	 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 10-14", HF 18", W 15-17"–Small and colorful with round to 
heart-shaped, cupped leaves of mid-green with a very wide, irregular, creamy-
chartreuse to white margin. oliage becomes very stiff and seer suckered when 
mature. Bell-shaped owers are pale lavender to nearly white. Can take up to  
day sun. (Aden 19 6)  PP
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each

		 	

		

	

	 	

New 
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	 	 t e 	 te a 		
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 20-22", HF 24-26", W 32-38"–Hosta enthusiasts rave about this 
cultivar that forms a large clump of thick, heavily corrugated and puckered, 
12-inch long by 10-inch wide leaves. Spring foliage is chartreuse with a blue 
margin, maturing to gold with a wide, dark green margin. Near white owers. 
The originator’s specimen was nearly 2 feet tall and 5 feet wide. 2017 Hosta of 
The Year. (Petryszyn 1998)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 et 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 16-20", HF 22-26", W 30"+–Blue-green, 7-inch leaves take on 
more green tones as the season progresses and have a thick texture that offers 
excellent slug resistance. Bears pale lavender owers. eep out of direct sun to 
maintain the blue color longer into the season. (Zilis 2009)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 a tai 	 e t e 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 14-16", HF 15-23", W 22-26"–Beautifully unique variegation 
creates a charming focal point in shaded landscapes. Eight-inch leaves with 
light green margins have an ornate streak of darker green that looks to be hand 
painted in the center. Pale lavender, tubular owers are held ust above the plant 
on green scapes. (Heemskerk 2009)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 e 	 e 		

PS, Jul-Aug, H 8-12", HF 26-30", W 14-16"–A charming variety that forms dense 
clusters of lance-shaped leaves with white centers and green margins set off by 
their unusual red petioles. In summer, light purple owers are complemented 
by the red stalks that support them. (Lachman 1991)  BR

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 	 e ti a 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 13-15", HF 18-22", W 20-22"–(P.P. 23770) Clear white leaves, lime 
green margins, and deep green edges make it unbeatable for adding a shock 
of brilliant color to shady areas in your garden. Lilac flowers bloom in late 
summer. (Van Eechaute 2007)  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 	 ie 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 4-8", HF 22-26", W 14-18"–A unique miniature, perfect for 
edging, rock gardens and containers. Narrow, arching, chartreuse leaves have 
wiggly ru es and attain their best color in morning sunlight. Bears lavender 

owers. Red speckling decorates the petioles of mature plants. 016 Hosta of 
the Year. (Solberg 2008)  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 a ci 	 ee 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 16-18", HF 18-22", W 26-30"–Unlike other yellow varieties which 
emerge yellow but usually turn chartreuse, ‘Dancing Queen’ emerges bright 
yellow and fades to soft yellow, retaining its wonderful color all season. Pale 
purple owers and a lovely pie crust edge complete the look to make this a true 
must-have. (Terpening 2005)  BR
$16.95 	 	 	eac
	 	 ia 	 a e 		

PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 16-18", HF 25-28", W 43-47"–(P.P. 30 69) A good-si ed plant with 
large, heart-shaped, blue leaves up to 9 inches wide and 11 inches long. Pale 
lavender owers hover over the heavily corrugated foliage beginning in early 
to midsummer. Part of the Shadowland® hosta collection. (Hansen 2018)  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 ia a	 e e e e 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 14-16", HF 24-26", W 22-26"–Named after the late Princess of 
Wales. Shiny, blue-green, oval leaves are moderately corrugated and slightly 
rippled with creamy-white margins that extend all the way down to the 
petioles. A vigorous H. plantaginea hybrid with very fragrant, near-white, 3-inch 
long tubular owers. ( ulpa 199 )  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 ea 	 ee 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 18-20", HF 20-24", W 32-36"–Rich, blue-green leaves with a 
golden-yellow to cream-colored center that makes them pop in the depths of 
shade. Broadly ovate leaves are puckered, making them twist and twirl. White 

owers appear in summer. (van den Top 0 0)  BR
	 	 	eac

		

	 	

2017
HOSTA 
OF THE 
YEAR

	

	 	

	 	

	

2020
HOSTA 
OF THE 
YEAR
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Not sure which hostas to choose? Let us decide for you. We‘ll send a range 
of colors and sizes to give you a nice assortment. Plants will be labeled.

			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

H�ta Grab Bag Special
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	 	 a t 	 e 		
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 14-18", HF 28-32", W 38-40"–Large, heart-shaped, blue-green 
leaves 12 inches long by 9 inches wide are bordered with broad margins of yellow 
that turn more cream as the season progresses. Pale lavender owers top the 
clump in early summer. Destined to be a showstopper as a mature specimen in 
the shady landscape. (Hansen 2002)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 	 i 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 18-22", HF 22-26", W 28-32"–(P.P. 14632) Spear-shaped leaves 
have a striking chalky-blue color, nice ribbing, thick substance and an edge of 
wide, pure white. Spikes of blue-lavender owers top the attractive mounded 
plants. (Warmerdam 2003)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 e 	 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 45-50", HF 46-58", W 70"+–(P.P. 20774) One of the largest hostas 
in commerce to date. Massive, dark green leaves measure 18 inches or more in 
length and are thick, deeply veined and slug-resistant. They form huge, upright 
clumps that are almost shrub-like. Spikes bearing violet owers appear ust above 
the foliage. (Skaggs 2008)  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 tc e 	 a 		

PS/SH, Jun-July, H 16-20", HF 34-38", W 36"–(P.P. 30748) Highly colored, the 
thick leaves have bright yellow centers, lighter green feathering and dark 
green margins. Bears large, white owers that are quite fragrant. Part of the 
Shadowland® hosta series. (Hansen 2018)  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i e	a 	 ce 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 20-22", HF 30-34", W 28-32"–A highly decorative variety with 
thick leaves 10 inches long by 7 inches wide. The center of each leaf is almost 
pure white, set off by dark green, irregular margins. Bears lavender owers. 
(Hanson/Shady Oaks 1999)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 i e	 a 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 10-14", HF 18-22", W 18-30"–A variety with oustading spring 
color! Brilliant yellow leaves emerge on red petioles with the red color extending 
into the base of the leaves. In summer, the foliage darkens to chartreuse. 
Lavender owers top the clump. A vigorous, fast grower. (Brincka 199 )  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i t	 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 12-14", HF 26-28", W 26-28"–(P.P. 28920) A truly novel variety. 
Mounded plants have 8-inch, ovate leaves that emerge green with deep red 
petioles and a thin red margin. As the second ush of leaves starts to appear, 
a red blush begins to fill in the older leaves. Bears purple owers on purplish 
scapes. (Solberg 2016)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 ie ia a	 i e 	 it 		

PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 18-22", HF 26-30", W 30-34"–(P.P. 24001) Strong, vigorous growth 
can be expected from this bright, eye-catching variety. Leaves are large and feature 
vibrant yellow-orange centers with blue-green margins. Lavender owers appear 
early summer.  (Not registered)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 a 	 a 		

PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 14-18", HF 14-16", W 22-24"–Cupped and corrugated, 4-inch 
leaves have narrow, green centers and very wide, bright yellow margins that 
almost entirely cover the surface. As the season progresses, the margins soften 
to shades of ivory. Small, light lavender owers. (Lysne 006)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 e	 i 	 te a 		

PS/SH, July, H 20-24", HF 24-32", W 44-48"–(P.P. 33266) Heart-shaped, 10-inch 
leaves are a beautiful shade of blue-green with a wide, creamy white margin 
that helps to emphasize the rippled edges. Flowers are white striped with pale 
lavender on the interior of the petals. (H. Hansen 2019)  PP

	 	 	eac
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i 	 e t 	a 	 e ti i e 	at	t e	 a e	ti e
This improved, nontoxic bait controls slugs, snails, 
earwigs, sowbugs, pillbugs and cutworms. Made from iron 
phosphate and spinosad, a naturally occurring soil-dwelling 
bacterium. Excellent for hostas or any perennial plant. One 
pound treats up to ,000 sq. ft. Effective even after rain, and 
lasts up to 4 weeks.

	 	 	 	 	

Sluggo® Plus
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ta	 	 a 	 ee e 		
PS/SH, Jul, H 10-14", HF 26-30", W 16-20"–(P.P. 27151) Improved variegation and 
thicker leaves make this plant superior to ‘Paradise Island,’ its predecessor. 
Broad, bright yellow leaves have contrasting lime-to-dark-green margins. 
Red-speckled petioles bleed into the leaves for added interest. Dark lavender 

owers. (Walters ardens 014)  PP
	 	 	eac 	

	 	 e 		
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 12-15", HF 14-18", W 18-20"–Variegated, 6-inch-long, pointed 
oval leaves have gold centers and blue-green margins with streaks of green 
tones between. Foliage is thick and has good pest resistance. Bears pale lavender 

owers. (Neo Plants 1991)  BR
	 	 	eac

	 	 i i	 ea i t 		
PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H 10-15", HF 18-22", W 15-20"–Leaves emerge pure white and 
gradually develop green veins and margins. The foliage has a narrow, twisted 
form that provides a unique look and texture. Lavender owers top tall scapes. 
(Sligh 1999)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 a e i e	 ca e 		

PS/SH, Jul, H 4-6”, HF 10-12”, W 10-14”–A charming miniature. The rounded, 
cupped leaves emerge yellow with wide, blue-green margins and mature 
to creamy white with green jets separating the blue-green margin. Lavender 
blossoms in summer. (Chastain 199 )  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 a e i e	 ai e 	 i t 		

PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 8-12", HF 20-24", W 28-32"–A stunning small hosta. The 7-inch, 
rippled, heavily veined leaves have green and cream markings shooting out in 
a feathered pattern from the petiole. They are shiny on top, dull underneath and 
lightly cupped. Cream scapes with light lavender owers. (Chastain 006)  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i e t 		

PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 25-30", HF 32-35", W 38-42"–A deservedly popular performer. 
This selection makes a stunning semi-upright clump of thick, blue-green, wavy 
leaves edged with extremely wide golden-yellow borders that change to cream 
in summer. Lavender owers. 01  Hosta of the Year. ( achen 000)  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i tic 	 e 		

S/PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 8-10", HF 15-20", W 15-18"–Vivid yellow leaves on rich red 
petioles create a dramatic display. Lance shaped, wavy, 7-inch leaves add a pop 
of color and are adorned with pale lavender owers in midsummer. To achieve 
best color, plant in a location with 6 hours of sunlight. ( an Eechaute 01 )  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 a ic	 a 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 8-12", HF 12-16", W 14-16"–A captivating, color-changing variety 
that offers excellent slug resistance. Pointed, lightly cupped, elliptical leaves 
begin the season with yellow centers and thin, blue-green margins. Through the 
summer, the margin widens and the center darkens until there is only a narrow 
strip of creamy green down the center of the leaves. Somewhat sun tolerant. 
(Heemskerk 011)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 a i	 tte c 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 8-12", HF 16-20", W 14-18"–One of the best yellow hostas. 
Bright gold, 5-inch, rounded leaves are deeply cupped and corrugated. Their 
thick, leathery, heavily rugose texture gives them good slug resistance. Forms a 
medium-size mound that makes a neat little accent wherever it’s planted. Violet 

owers in midsummer. ( aughn 1991)  BR
	 	 	eac

2022
HOSTA 
OF THE 
YEAR

	

	

	

	 	

	

2019
HOSTA 
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YEAR

	 	

eat	 	 i i i 	a 	 a ti
At ust 1 inches long, you can easily fit this little spade into 
tight spaces and use it while kneeling or standing. The 
T-shaped design of the handle eases stress on the hand and 
wrist. The heart-shaped head is forged from high-carbon 
steel and measures 5 inches long by 4  inches wide. 

ade in Holland.
ac 	

DeWit® Perennial Planter
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	 	 i t	 e e	 i t a 		
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 16-20", HF 29-36", W 34-38"–A bright, distinctive hosta. Its 
huge, 12 inch by 7 inch, dark green leaves have broad stripes of bright white 
down their centers. Rapidly forms dense, cascading mounds of foliage. Bears 
pale lavender owers. ( achen 1994)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 ie ia a	 i e	 ai e 	 a 		

PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 22-26", HF 28-32", W 48"+–An improved, leaf scorch-resistant 
version of ‘Frances Williams.‘ Its thick, corrugated, deep blue-green leaves are 
13 inches long by 10 inches wide. argins are pale green when leaves emerge, 
and change to gold with maturity. White owers. (O Harra 1999)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 ai 	 		

PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H 10-12", HF 16-19", W 21-24"–(P.P. 1 51) A picture can t quite 
capture the beauty of this variety. It features dark green leaves of thick, rubbery-
like substance with yellowish central ares that lighten by summer. Bears 
large, lavender owers on red scapes. Slow-growing, but well worth the wait.  
(Hansen 005)  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e a 	 e 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 36-40", HF 40-48", W 36-40"–This variety has a unique vase-like 
shape that adds grace and form to the landscape. Frosty blue-green leaves 11 
inches long by 7 inches wide are bordered with narrow, creamy-yellow to ivory 
margins. The foliage has very heavy substance and stays attractive all summer. 
Bears lavender owers. (Walters ardens 19 )  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 e ti 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 16-20", HF 20-24", W 22-26"–Amazing color pattern. Large, dark 
green leaves have cream centers that are speckled with light green in spring. 
As the season progresses, spots become darker and more apparent, giving 
this plant an unexpected air. Lavender blooms appear in midsummer. Plants 
develop their best color in open shade. (van Ei k-Bos Walters ardens 000)  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i 	 i e 		

PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H 16-18", HF 26-28", W 34-38"–Deep green, -inch leaves have ust 
a hint of blue to them. A bright white strip that looks almost as if it had been 
painted on highlights the center of each leaf. Bears white owers well above the 
foliage. (Hansen Avent 00 )  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 a 	 e t 		

S/PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H 25-28", HF 35-40", W 50-55"–(P.P. 3 06 ) This hybrid of classic 
Royal Standard  is an improvement in so many ways. The dark green, 10-inch 

by -inch leaves have a bit of a shine and are much thicker, offering better pest 
resistance. The 2½-inch white owers are fragrant and quite showy. Displays 
good sun tolerance. (Hansen 01 )  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 a e	 e 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 14-16", HF 23-27", W 34-38"–Pointed, almond-shaped leaves 
resemble the eyes of a serpent. They are deep green with narrow chartreuse 
centers that are edged in white. The plant is vigorous and forms a showy clump 
quite quickly. Lavender owers bloom in late summer. (Torvinen 005)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 	a 	 ta ce 		

S/PS/SH, Aug, H 34-38", HF 46-50", W 60-72"–A very large, impressive hosta with 
huge, thick and rounded glossy leaves in a refreshing shade of chartreuse-green, 
becoming gold as the season progresses. Bears abundant lavender owers. In 
the North, these tough plants can tolerate full sun if provided with adequate 
moisture. (Not registered)  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 	 e 		

PS/SH, Jul, H 4-8", HF 16-20", W 10-14"–(P.P. 30033) This cute little miniature 
has small, rounded leaves that resemble mouse ears. The novel yellow color 
is unusual in hostas. Plant with other miniatures or use in a mixed bed for 
interesting contrast. Prefers dappled shade for best yellow color. Lavender 

owers. (Not registered)  PP
	 	 	eac
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Includes one each of Aphrodite (p. 1 ), Diana Remembered (p. 19),
irst Blush (p. 0), lad Rags (p. 0) and Snake Eyes (p. ).

	(a $95.75 value)	

Popular Fav�ites H�ta Co�ection
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	 	 	 a c 		
PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H 13-17", HF 22-26", W 30-36"–This lovely hosta offers nice 
contrast in the shade border. Thick, slug-resistant, heart-shaped leaves are 
golden chartreuse in shade and brighter yellow with more sun. Bears lavender 

owers. (Not registered)  BR
	 	 	eac

	 	 e et	 		
S/PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 16-18", HF 24-26", W 36-40"–Another highly versatile hosta 
that can be planted almost anywhere. This selection boasts ½-inch long, broad, 
dark green leaves with golden yellow margins and a thick texture. Bears pale 
lavender owers well above the foliage. (Hansen 003)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 ict 		

PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 30-36", HF 48"+, W 48-72"–This 015 Hosta of the Year forms 
spectacular large mounds of foliage with individual leaves reaching up to 14 
inches in length  The shiny green, corrugated leaves have good substance and a 
wide yellow margin. lowers are lavender. (Zilis Solberg 003)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 a ic 	 et 		

PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 14-18", HF 22-26", W 28-32"–Dark green leaves have an interesting 
rounded and cupped form, heavy corrugation, and narrow yellow centers. As 
the season progresses, the centers transition to creamy white. ounded plants 
bear white owers. ( ones 1999)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 ate i e 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 12-16", HF 16-18", W 30-34"–(P.P. 30303) Blue-green, prominently 
veined, wavy-edged leaves with heavy substance provide an unusual look and 
texture. oliage holds its color well as the season progresses. Bears lavender 

owers in midsummer. Part of the Shadowland collection. (Hansen 01 )  PP
	 	 	eac

	 	 i i 		
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 18-20", HF 25-30", W 38-42"–This lovely plant boasts upright 
pointed leaves that look as though they were caught in a wind storm. Ru ed 
and folded deep green leaves have yellow to white centers and bear lavender 

owers. Plants are slug resistant. ( ulpa 19 9)  BR
	 	 	eac

	 	 ite	 e 		
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 7-10", HF 13-18", W 10-15"– ake a big impact with this little 
hosta. Narrow leaves are bright green with a thick white margin and an 
elegantly arched form. Pure white owers appear midsummer. ounded plants 
are wonderful for the front of borders. (Benedict 1995)  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 ite	 eat e 		

PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 7-10", HF 20-24", W 12-15"–The lance-shaped, slightly rippled 
leaves of this variety emerge pure white, but quickly develop green veins. As the 
season progresses, the color continues to develop until leaves are almost solid 
green. A unique variety that is fascinating to observe. lowers are a medium 
lavender color. (Heemskerk 005)  BR

	 	 	eac
ta	 	 i 	 e eat 	 	 i 		

PS/SH, Jul, H 28-32", HF 30-43", W 78-82"–(P.P. 3331 ) Destined to be the new 
hero of your shade garden, this ma estic blue hosta boasts dusty blue, ru ed, 
heart-shaped leaves. atures to a colossal si e. Bears pale lavender owers. 
(H. Hansen 019)  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i e 	a 	 i e 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 8-10", HF 14-24", W 35-40"–This variety has a fun name and a 
charming appearance. Its long, narrow leaves are chartreuse-green with rippled 
edges, becoming more yellow in locations with more sunlight. Bears lavender 

owers. (Hansen 019)  PP
	 	 	eac

	 	 a a 		
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H 36-48", HF 46-50", W 60-72"–(P.P. 31309) A sport of the popular 
Empress Wu  that boasts the same large si e, but with foliage that is more 

decorative. Thick, corrugated leaves are dark blue-green with a contrasting 
apple-green margin. Bears light violet owers and will take several years to 
reach its mature si e. Part of the Shadowland  series. (Hansen 0 0)  PP

	 	 	eac
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Achillea  ~ o
(Yarrow) ndemanding and easy-to-grow. Showy, attened ower heads are 
widely used for fresh and dried arrangements. Foliage is fern-like and aromatic. 
Deadhead to prolong blooming, and divide every 2-3 years. 
	 ta ica	 ete 	 tt tai 		

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 18-24", W 28-30", Z 3-8–(P.P. 31 56) luffy, white owers are remi-
niscent of Baby’s Breath, adding airy texture to the landscape. Rounded plants are 
very long-blooming.  BR

	 	 	eac
	

S, Jun-Aug, H 18-24", W 28-32", Z 3-8–(A. millefolium) One of the most impressive 
Achillea series. Compact, sturdy plants are robust and showy, making excellent 
landscape specimens or brilliant additions to mixed container plantings.  PP
a c 	 e cti –(P.P. 20782)
t a e 	 e cti   –(P.P. 18401)

	 e cti   –(P.P. 20808)
	 	 	 	(mix or match):
	 	 	eac

	 i e i 	 e a	 tta 		
S, Jun-Sep, H 30-36", W 18-24", Z 3-9–Peach, tangerine and orange ower clusters 
mature into earthy shades of yellow, gold and terra cotta.  PP

	 	 	eac

c it  o 
(Monkshood) Tall, spiky plants bear hooded owers held along long stems with 
dark green foliage. This plant prefers rich, moist soil. Deadhead to lateral buds 
and keep fertili ed for second owering. A mulch is beneficial for moisture re-
tention. Once established, leave plants undisturbed. Note: All parts of this plant 
are toxic if eaten. When pruning, do not get juice from the plant into open wounds. 
Wash hands immediately after cutting plants back. 
	 a e 		

PS, Jul-Aug, H 36-48", W 12-18", Z 4-8–Indigo-blue hooded owers.  BR
	 	 	eac

Actaea ~ o
(Cimicifuga) These tall plants have attractive, fern-like foliage. They’re ideally 
suited as a backdrop in the shady ower border. Plant in fertile, moist, highly 
organic and somewhat acidic soil. Avoid locations with hot afternoon sun. 
	 a a	 i 	 i e 		

PS/SH, Jul-Sep, H 32-48", W 24-30", Z 3-9– luffy pink spikes are a striking contrast 
with dark burgundy-purple foliage.  BR

	 	 	eac

Agastache ~ o 
(Anise Hyssop) Often found in herb gardens due to its aromatic foliage and 
spikes of small, edible owers. They are long- owering additions to perennial 
borders and very drought and heat tolerant. 
	 	 ac 	 e 		

S/PS, Jul-Oct, H 24-36", W 18-24", Z 5-9–Thick spikes of smoky-lilac owers open 
from purplish-black buds. Repels pests.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 a 	 a 		

S, Jul-Sep, H 16-18", W 14-16", Z 5-9–(P.P. 28747) Low-growing mounds of green 
aromatic foliage send up shoots of vibrant mango-orange blossoms. Flowers 
cover the top three-fourths of the plant.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 ie	 ie 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 18-22", W 24-30", Z 5-9–(P.P. 25857) Easy to grow. Green foliage 
becomes covered in bright pink owers with purple calyxes.  PP

	 	 	eac

Ajuga ~ o
(Bugleweed) Low-growing, deer-resistant groundcovers. Fills in quickly and 
is excellent for erosion control.  
	 	 eat e e 	 ie 	 ia 	 a a 		

PS/SH, May-Jun, H 4-6", W 16-20",  Z 4-9–(PPAF) A version of ‘Chocolate Chip’ 
with brilliant golden foliage. Cobalt blue owers offer wonderful contrast with 
the foliage and fantastic color in shady areas.  PP

	 	 	eac

Perennia� | e et a 	 a i
The beauty of perennials is that they last season after season when cared for 
properly. We feature both tried-and-true favorites and some of the best new 
varieties. Our perennials ship as either robust bare root divisions (BR), or as 2½-
inch or 3-inch potted plants (PP), as indicated in each listing.  
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Alcea o 
(Hollyhock) Colorful accent plants ideal for back borders and along fences and 
walls. oliage is susceptible to rust. Deadhead to basal foliage after owering 
finishes. lowers at the bottom of spikes open first.
SPOTLIGHT™ SERIES
S, Jun-Sep, H 60-72", W 18-24", Z 3-9–These true perennial hollyhocks have richly 
colored, single owers. Developed by erman perennial specialist elitto.  PP

ac i t 		 a 	 a ic 		
a ia t	 e 		 i e 		

e	 ai 		
PRICE OF SPOTLIGHT™ SERIES (mix or match):

	 	 	eac 	

Allium ~ o
(Ornamental Onion) Lovely in the landscape, these plants are easily grown in 
a wide range of soils, tolerate drought and are not bothered by rabbits or deer. 
Cannot ship to AK, HI, ID, WA. 
	 	 i e i 		

S/PS, Jul-Aug, H 12-18", W 12-18", Z 5-8–A clump-forming variety that maintains a 
tidy, slowly spreading form. Rosy-purple ower heads draw in pollinators.  PP

	 	 	eac

Alstroemeria  ~ o 
(Peruvian Lily) Profuse clusters of fragrant, a alea-like, -inch blooms are held 
upright on lily-like stems. In colder areas, mulch the roots or lift them in fall and 
store them buried in slightly moist sawdust or peat moss in a cool, dark place. 
MAJESTIC SERIES
S/PS, Jul-Oct, H 12-24", W 12-24", Z 5-9–Some of the hardiest Alstroemeria current-
ly available. or best performance, deadhead spent blooms.  BR
a e tic	 e i 		

(PPA ) Lovely, soft apricot blooms. 
a e tic	 i 		

(PPA ) Deep-orange owers have a yellow eye one and dark whisker markings.
a e tic	 t ea 		

(PPA ) Blooms are a striking shade of deep violet. 
PRICE OF MAJESTIC SERIES (mix or match):

	 	 	eac

Amsonia  o
(Blue Star) Tough, adaptable and colorful native plants form broad, dense 
clumps of glossy, slender, willow-like foliage. Prefers evenly moist soil, but can 
tolerate short periods of wetness or drought. 
	 	ta e ae ta a	 t 	 		

S/PS, Jun-Jul, H 24-30", W 38-42", Z 4-9 Dark stems hold silver-veined dark green 
leaves and blue star-shaped blooms.  BR

	 	 	eac

Anchusa ~ o
(Italian Bugloss) Bristly stems bear spiral clusters of owers resembling orget-

e-Nots. Deadheading promotes reblooming. Although usually short-lived, 
plants often self sow and return for many years. Northern gardeners should let 
some seed fall to ensure future plants. Drought and deer resistant.
	a ea	 	 a i t 		

S, May-Jun, H 30-36", W 18-24",  Z 3-8 Plants have bright blue, -inch owers.  BR 
	 	 	eac

Anemone  ~
(Wind ower) These lovely garden sub ects have lush compound leaves and like 
plenty of moisture. We recommend mulching for the winter in colder ones. 
	 	 i e	 e t 		

S/PS, Aug-Oct, H 30-50", W 24-36",  Z 4-8 Abundant -3 inch white blooms with 
golden stamens. 016 Perennial of the Year.  BR

	 	 	eac
	t e t a	 ti i a 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 30-40", W 20-36",  Z 3-8–(Syn. A. vitifolia) Almost shrub-like plants 
with masses of -3 inch bright pink owers and dark green foliage.  BR

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 i 	 ea t 	 i 		

S/PS, May-Jun, H 10-12", W 12-15",  Z 3-7–( Anemo  P.P. 3 199) Bubble gum pink 
blooms are sterile, so they won t reseed in your garden.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i 	 a 		

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 18-22", W 14-18",  Z 5-8–( acane001  P.P. 313 ) Large, 3-inch 
blooms have lilac-blue bands on the backsides of their petals. PP

	 	 	eac

SUNSHINE PURPLE RAIN

MILLENIUM

2018
PERENNIAL 
Plant OF 
THE YEAR

MAJESTIC HENRI®

MAJESTIC 
MONTSOREAU®

HONORINE JOBERT

MAJESTIC LOUIS®

LODDON ROYALIST

STORM CLOUD

ROBUSTISSIMA

BLACKNIGHT MARS MAGIC RADIANT ROSE

SPRING BEAUTY™ PINK WILD SWAN™
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YELLOW

2020
PERENNIAL 
Plant OF 
THE YEAR

BLUEBIRD

CHANTILLY LACE TUBEROSA

2017
PERENNIAL 
Plant OF 
THE YEAR

SOULMATE GRAPE CRUSH

SUN KING

DOUBLE BLUE/WHITE

DOUBLE RED/WHITE

CARDINAL

ROSE & PINKGIGAS

Angelica  ~
These herbaceous perennials add wonderful architecture to woodland settings, 
banks of streams or ponds and the back of ower borders. 
A. gigas  #A10229
PS, Jul-Sep, H 36-72", W 24-48",  Z 4-8– orean Angelica. Bears abundant 4-  inch 
red-purple domed ower heads atop tall red stems. Bold, dissected leaves are 
1-  feet long. Dies after setting seed so cut off owers before seed matures or 
allow to self sow. Seeds grow rapidly into owering plants.  PP
$16.95; 3+ $15.45 each

Aquilegia  ~ o 
(Columbine) These owers are perfectly designed to hold the nectar that 
hummingbirds and butter ies love. The fan-shaped foliage is also exquisite. 
Avoid locations with hot afternoon sun.
KIRIGAMI™ SERIES
S/PS, May-Jun, H 22-24", W 16-20",  Z 4-8–(A. caerulea) irst-year owering plants 
have sturdy, upright stems holding outward-facing blooms.  PP

e	 	 i 		 e 		
PRICE OF KIRIGAMI™ SERIES (mix or match):
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
SONGBIRD SERIES
S/PS, May-Jun, H 18-24", W 12-15", Z 3-9–Pri ed for their extra large, 3-inch, 
upfacing, colorful blooms.  PP

e i 		 a i a 		
PRICE OF SONGBIRD SERIES (mix or match):
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
WINKY DOUBLE SERIES
S/PS, May-Jun, H 12-18", W 12-15", Z 4-8–(A. vulgaris) Double upward-facing 
hose-in-hose blooms appear to be winking at you. Compact si e is ideal for 
containers and landscapes.  BR

e	 e ite 		 e	 e ite 		
PRICE OF WINKY DOUBLE SERIES (mix or match):
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
Aralia ~
( apanese Spikenard) A vigorous species excellent for the back border or 
woodland shade gardens. They prefer moist, fertile soil rich in humus. Plant in 
a somewhat sheltered site that offers some protection from strong winds.
	c ata	 	 i 		

PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H 32-42", W 36-48", Z 3-9– ounds of large, chartreuse leaves 
have reddish-brown stems. In late summer, -foot spikes of tiny white owers 
give way to attractive purple-black inedible berries.  PP
$16.95; 3+ $15.45 each

Aruncus 
( oat s Beard) Long-lived attractive plants ideal for borders and along water 
features. Some develop almost shrub-like proportions. Prefers humus-rich, moist, 
well-drained soil. Tolerates full sun in cool climates.
	 	 a ti 	 ace 		

S/PS/SH, May-Jul, H 30-32", W 40-48",  Z 4-8–(P.P. 30 40) When blooming, it is so 
packed with lacy-textured, creamy white owers that its attractive, dark green 
leaves are almost completely hidden.  PP

	 	 	eac

Asclepias ~ o
(Butter y Weed) Tough, showy plants native to prairies and wetlands that are 
magnets for butter ies. Superb in prairie gardens as well as formal perennial 
borders. Emerges late in spring, so mark them well.
	t e a		

S, Jun-Aug, H 18-36", W 15-24", Z 3-9 Its eye-catching, bright orange owers are 
irresistible to butter ies. Tolerates poor, dry soil.  PP
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each 
	i ca ata	 ate 		

S, Jun-Aug, H 40", W 25-30", Z 4-9 anilla-scented mauve-pink owers with 
lighter centers are formed in clusters in early summer. Tolerates wet soil.  PP
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each

Aster ~ o
(Symphyotrichum) These North American native perennials are easy to grow 
and add a riot of color to late-summer landscapes. Encourage branching by 
pinching or cutting back new growth in spring and early summer. 
	 ae a iae	 a e	 		

S, Aug-Oct, H 26-30", W 40-44", Z 3-8 (P.P. 3361 ) ounded plants become 
blanketed with dark purple owers in fall, practically hiding the green foliage. 
Is not susceptible to lodging, a common problem in fall asters.  PP
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each 

Back
Again!
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	 i e ii	 a 	 		
S, Aug-Oct, H 18-20", W 12-18", Z 3-9–Semi-double, daisy-like blooms are a lumi-
nous shade of deep red. Has a compact habit.  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each 

Astilbe ~ o
(False Spirea) Colorful, feathery ower spikes combined with lush and lacy 
ornamental foliage make these splendid plants showstoppers for the summer 
shade garden. Divide every 3 years to maintain vigor. 
	 	 a cci 		

PS/SH, May-Jul, H 22-26", W 24-26", Z 4-8–(P.P. 24940) Foliage begins dark bronze 
and transitions to dark green after owering finishes. Reddish stems add addi-
tional color and hold hefty, white ower plumes.  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
	 	 c ate	 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 20-24", W 18-24", Z 3-8 (P.P. 6430) Deep chocolate-brown, 
glossy foliage is set off by bright pink ower plumes in mid to late summer. 
Leaves maintain their color well throughout the season.  BR
$18.95; 3+ $17.45 each
	 	 	 a 	 i e		

PS/SH, Jul-Sep, H 20-30", W 18-24", Z 4-8–(‘Beauty of Lisse’ P.P. 17816) Brilliant 
lime-green foliage outlined in wine-red turns to gold in fall. The foliage is a 
stunning contrast to the spikes of pink owers.  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
	 i ici ia	 e 	 a 		

S/PS/SH, Jul-Sep, H 16-18", W 12", Z 4-9 (PPA ) Produces twice as many owers 
as others and often reblooms. Shiny, dark green foliage offsets the shell pink 
plumes.  BR
$12.95; 3+ $11.95 each 
	c i e i 	 a 	 	 e 		

PS/SH, May-Jul, H 20-24", W 20-24", Z 3-8–Cherry-red blooms on dark stems look 
amazing set against deep green foliage.  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
	c i e i 	 i t 	 c ate	 e 		

PS/SH, Jul-Sep, H 30-45", W 18-24", Z 3-8 Deep red to magenta-pink ower 
plumes add a velvety texture to the back of the border or mixed perennial gar-
den. oliage is dark green with rich chocolate brown overtones.  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.45 each
	c i e i 	 i i 	i 	 e 		

PS/SH, Jul-Sep, H 15-18", W 12-15", Z 4-9 Dark red buds open into uffy plumes 
of purplish-red with showy red stems. oliage is glossy, dark bron e-green.  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each

Astrantia  ~ o
( asterwort) lowers have domed centers surrounded by star-like bracts, car-
ried on bare stems above mounds of palm-like foliage. ery effective when nat-
uralized under open trees or along streams. 
	 a 	 ta 	 	 ea t 		

PS/SH, May-Jul, H 24-30", W 24-30", Z 4-7–Clump-forming plants produce 
pincushion-like, two-tone owers of white and deep pinkish-purple.  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
	 a 	 ta 	 	 i e 		

PS/SH, Jun-Sep, H 26-30", W 18-20", Z 4-7 (P.P. 0 4) Burgundy-red owers with 
white centers appear atop purple stems.  BR
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each

Baptisia  ~ o
(Wild Indigo) These shrub-si ed native perennials bear profuse, elongated ow-
er spikes above mounds of thick foliage. Very resilient and drought tolerant 
once established. Not fussy about soil type and seldom needs dividing.
	 	 	 a t 		 		

S/PS, May-Jun, H 32-36", W 32-36", Z 4-9–(P.P. 34689) Blooms have more red tones 
in them than any other Baptisias to date. Dark wine-purple oral spikes rise 
above dark blue-green foliage in a fantastic display.  BR
$18.95; 3+ $17.45 each
B. x eca e ce 	 a i 	 a i e 		
S/PS, May-Jun, H 32-36", W 32-36", Z 4-9–(P.P. 27904)–Selected for its brilliant vio-
let-blue blossoms and short, compact habit.  BR
$18.95; 3+ $17.45 each
	 	 eca e ce 	 e e	 i 	 e a e 		

S/PS, May-Jul, H 42-48", W 48", Z 4-9 (P.P. 30669) Bicolor owers start yellow and 
age to a dusty raspberry-purple.  BR
$18.95; 3+ $17.45 each
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Bergenia o
(Pig Squeak) Plants form nice low-growing mounds that act as groundcovers. 
Leaves turn shades of red to bronze in the fall and remain attractive through 
the winter. 
	 	 a 	 a a 		

PS/SH, Mar-May, H 14-18", W 10-12", Z 4-9–Oval-shaped green leaves act as a 
pleasant backdrop for incredibly large owers. Blossoms begin light pink and 
mature to a deeper rose-pink with dark pink veining.  PP

	 	 	eac

Brunnera
(Siberian Bugloss) These shade-loving perennials produce airy clouds of sky-
blue, forget-me-not-like, -inch owers that nearly cover small, heart-shaped 
leaves in early spring. Leaves grow as the owers fade, producing an attractive 
foliage accent. Cold-tolerant plants do best with a steady supply of moisture. 
	 ac a	 e a e 	 eat 		

PS/SH, May-Jun, H 16-18", W 28-32", Z 3-8–(P.P. 25789) This giant-leaved variety 
has silvery foliage similar to that of ‘Jack Frost.’ Each leaf can measure up to 10 
inches in length and vigorous plants fill containers quickly. Deer resistant.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 ac a	 i e 	 ea t 		

PS/SH, May-Jun, H 14-16", W 12-15", Z 3-8–(P.P. 24685) Unique foliage is silver 
with narrow green veins, becoming nearly solid silver as summer progresses. 
Bears panicles of sky-blue owers in spring.  PP

	 	 	eac

a a a	~ 
(Bell ower) These classic perennials prefer moist, well-drained soil. No special 
care is required other than deadheading to prolong bloom. 
	ca atica	 e t	 eac 		

S/PS, May-Aug, H 6-8", W 10-12", Z 3-8–(P.P. 31574) Cup-shaped, 1½-inch blooms 
are light blue with a white center and look large when compared to the petite 
plants. Great for the front of the border in rock gardens and lining pathways.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	

S/PS, Jun-Aug, H 16-20", W 12-16", Z 3-8–These C. persicifolia types are naturally 
compact, making them easy to tuck into perennial borders. Floriferous plants 
with leathery, green foliage produce 2-2½ inch, bell-shaped flowers.  BR

e 		 ite 		
	 	 	 	(mix or match):
	 	 	eac

	 te c a ia a		
S/PS, Jun-Aug, H 4-8", W 10-18", Z 4-8 Dalmatian Bell ower. Low, prostrate 
mounds of small, ivy-shaped leaves and clusters of upfacing, 1-inch, bell-
shaped violet owers. Superb in rock gardens and terraces.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 a 	 e i 		

PS, Jul-Sep, H 30-36", W 16-18", Z 5-7–Long, sturdy stems bear very large bell-
shaped blooms in a luscious shade of dark purple-blue. Great for adding to cut 

ower bouquets.  BR
	 	 	eac 	

	 	 a a t 		
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 15-18", W 18-24", Z 4-8–Strong, well-branched plants bear a 
profusion of dark purple-blue, pendulous bells all summer. Slow to spread 
compared to some of this type.  BR

	 	 	eac

a opteris  ~ o
(Blue ist Spirea) These charming free- owering shrubs have a dense, mounded 
habit, aromatic lance-shaped foliage and uffy owers from midsummer into 
early fall. Cut plants back in spring to promote blooming on new growth.
	 	c a e i 	 a 	 i t 		

S, Jul-Sep, H 24-36", W 24-36", Z 5-9 Deep bluish-purple owers are produced in 
abundance through the summer. Green foliage has a silvery tint that contrasts 
nicely with the owers.  PP

	 	 	eac

Centranthus ~ o
(Red Valerian) Suitable for borders, but also quite at home growing in rock walls 
or stony banks. Plants prefer well-drained, poor to moderately fertile, alkaline 
soil. Deadhead to prevent reseeding.
	 e 	 	 cci e 		

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 18-36", W 18-24", Z 4-8–Clusters of fragrant star-shaped, carmine-
red owers produced from mounds of grey-green foliage. ood rock garden or 
container plants.  PP

	 	 	eac
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Chelone  ~ o
(Turtlehead) These upright, clump-forming perennials are native to wet, 
woodland areas of the eastern U.S. They prefer moist, rich soils and spread 
slowly by underground rhizomes, forming large clumps over time. Not invasive.
C. lyonii Tiny Tortuga™  #A10930
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 12-16", W 8-10", Z 4-9–(‘Armitpp02’ P.P. 25350) Very dark green, 
toothed foliage has a bronze sheen which contrasts beautifully with the deep 
pink owers.  PP
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each

Chrysanthemum ~ o
(Hardy Mum) Few plants surpass hardy mums for fall color. We selected 
varieties for their hardiness, superb colors and excellent plant habit. 
MAMMOTH™ SERIES
Minnesota-bred Mammoth™ is extra-hardy. True perennials that come back 
year after year, they can survive -30°F. Requires no pinching, pruning or 
deadheading. By their second or third year, they can reach 4 feet across with 
hundreds of blossoms per plant, making a tremendous impact.  PP

a 	 ai 		
S, Aug-Oct, H 20-36", W 20-48", Z 3-9–Large semi-double coral-pink blooms have 
tufted yellow centers. 
a e e 	 ai 		

S, Aug-Oct, H 20-36", W 24-48", Z 3-9 (P.P. 19 31) Semi-double lavender owers 
with yellow centers. 
e 	 ai 		

S, Aug-Oct, H 20-36", W 24-48", Z 3-9 Semi-double red owers with yellow centers. 
e 	 i 		

S, Aug-Oct, H 18-24", W 18-30", Z 3-9 Semi-double bright yellow owers with 
unique, spoon-shaped ray petals. A little smaller and later blooming than others 
in the series. 
PRICE OF MAMMOTH™ SERIES (mix or match):
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each

Clematis ~ o
(Solitary Clematis) Plant in fertile, humus-rich, well-drained soil.
	 	 a i e	 i 		

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 36-40", W 30-36", Z 4-9–(‘Cleminov51’ P.P. 17012) Dramatic deep 
purple-blue blooms appear all summer. or best owering, prune dead stems 
in spring. This compact grower can be left unsupported to wander freely.   PP
$21.95; 3+ $19.95 each

Coreopsis ~ o
(Tickseed) These sun-loving perennials are not fussy about soil type. They 
bloom all summer and require little or no maintenance, other than occasional 
deadheading. 
BIG BANG™ SERIES
These hardy coreopsis are incredible performers in the landscape with 
exceptionally long bloom seasons.  PP
e c 	 i i 		

S, Jun-Oct, H 15-18", W 12-18",  Z 5-9 (P.P. 46 9) Wine-red, 1 -  inch owers cover 
mounding clumps of narrow green foliage. These long-lasting, sterile owers 
may have white tips that appear on the petal edges. Very disease resistant.
ta 	 te 		

S, Jun-Oct, H 24-30", W 18-24", Z 5-9 (P.P. 3035) Huge, -inch owers open 
white, developing purple centers and petal edges trimmed with purple when 
temperatures are cool. Sterile plants bloom all summer and don’t reseed. 
PRICE OF BIG BANG™ SERIES (mix or match):
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
	 	 e at ea 	 a e 	 	 		

S, Jun-Sep, H 15-18", W 18-24", Z 4-9 (P.P. 99 0) Cheery owers transition from 
yellow near the center to light pink toward the middle to deep, rosy pink on the 
petal tips. Plants are quite oriferous and the blooms are sterile. Threadleaf-type 
foliage resists mildew.  PP
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
	 	 i e	 	 ice 	 a 	 a e e 		

S, Jun-Aug, H 15-18", W 22-26", Z 5-9–(C. verticillata) Threadleaf plants form tidy 
mounds covered with 1-1¾ inch blooms in vibrant shades of red, orange and 
yellow.  PP
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
	 	 a a 	 e 	 e e 		

S, Jun-Oct, H 12-18", W 12-18", Z 4-9–(P.P. 25241) This compact variety is perfect for 
pots or the garden. Produces yellow double ball-shaped owers all summer.  PP
$13.95; 3+ $12.95 each
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Coreopsis continued. 

UPTICK™ SERIES
S, Jun-Aug, H 12-14", W 12-14", Z 5-9–At 3 inches across, the blooms are larger than 
most other coreopsis varieties. The plants have a compact, mounding habit that 
stays tidy in the landscape. Rich green foliage offers good mildew resistance.  PP

ea 	 	 e 		 ( Balupteamed  P.P. 66) Creamy yellow blooms 
have a ring of dark red around their tufted centers.

	 	 e 		 ( Baluptgon  P.P. ) olden yellow owers 
are accented with a central ring of bron e-red.
e 	 	 ( Baluptred  P.P. 33 66) Initial owers are almost solid red. 

Successive blooms are dark red with golden yellow petal tips.
PRICE OF UPTICK™ SERIES (mix or match):

	 	 	eac

a i 	 ~
(Fumaria) A genus of low-growing plants with finely divided foliage that lends 
a graceful note to lightly shaded areas of the garden. Plant in well-drained soil. 
	 	 e	 e 		

PS/SH, May-Jul, H 6-10", W 8-12", Z 6-8 Red stems and dark blue-green leaves 
contrast beautifully with deep blue owers. eep moist or foliage may go 
dormant during the summer. A Terra Nova Nurseries introduction.  PP

	 	 	eac

e e a	~ o
(Hardy Ice Plant) These groundcover plants are very drought resistant. Their 
green, succulent-like foliage forms a spreading, mat-like carpet. Daisy-like 

owers cover the plants heavily in early summer, followed by lighter repeat 
bloom until early fall. reat for rock gardens, curbs and driveway edges. 
	 	 a e e 	 ce 		

S, May-Sep, H 2-4", W 18-24", Z 4-9–A pink eye highlights the center of these 
shimmering, cool lavender blooms.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 	 t	 i 	 e 		

S, May-Sep, H 4-8", W 18-22", Z 5-8 ( WOWDRY1  P.P. 615 ) Large, hot pink 
blooms with sunny yellow centers.  PP

	 	 	eac

Delphinium ~ o 
(Larkspur) Elegant, brilliant ower spikes rise above lobed foliage. Plant in rich, 
moist, well-drained soil. Cut back after owering for fall rebloom. Tall varieties 
may require staking. ulch in winter. 
	e at 	 e 	 a 		

S, Jun-Sep, H 24-27", W 12-18", Z 3-7 (P.P.  9 61) A novel color for Delphiniums, 
compact plants send up oral spikes of coral-red, semi-double orets. PP

	 	 	eac
®	 	

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 36-48", W 18-24", Z 3-7 The first multi-petaled, multi-colored 
delphiniums with compact owering stalks. Each stalk produces many double 
blooms, resulting in a long-lasting bloom display in your garden.  PP

e 		
(P.P. 04) Double blooms have multiple layers of blue-purple petals 
surrounding white centers. 

eet	 e ati 		
(P.P. 0341) Double  blooms are mauve-purple with blue-green accents.

	 	 ®	 	 	(mix or match):
	 	 	eac 	

	 	 	
These seed-grown hybrids have excellent form, strong stems that don t require 
staking and magnificent, heavily-petaled owers, many of which are double. 
They have improved tolerance to heat and humidity and are very cold hardy.  PP

e	 ace 		
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 60-72", W 18-24", Z 3-7 Sky blue with lavender-pink accents. 

a t	 ea 		
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 48-72", W 18-24", Z 3-7 Cobalt blue orets with white bees.

	 ai e 		
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 48-72", W 18-24", Z 3-7 Shades of pink with brown bees. 
a a 	 e 		

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 48-72", W 18-24", Z 3-7 Dark blue-purple owers with white or 
brown bees. 

	 	 	 	 	 	(mix or match):
	 	 	eac

	 	

	 	

RED

	 	

	

	

	 	

	 	

	 	

New 
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Dianthus  ~ o
(Carnation, Pinks) Enjoy these low, clump-forming perennials in borders and 
rock gardens early in the season when their heavy mats of narrow, grass-
like foliage are nearly hidden by a coat of brilliant blooms. Cut back after 

owering to thicken the foliage and encourage rebloom. 
D. x P ett 	 e 	 e 	 t 		
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 8-10", W 16-20", Z 4-9 (P.P. 31454) Double owers range in 
color from white to a dark pink blush. Blue-green foliage is semi-evergreen. 
Provides an outstanding bloom display.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 e ica 	 ie 	 e ia	 eac 	 ie 		

S/PS, May-Sep, H 11", W 11", Z 5-9–(‘Wp15 Pie45’ P.P. 29900) Large fragrant 
single owers of the palest blush pink have coral central rings. Blue-green 
foliage forms a compact mound and is sturdy enough to keep the owers from 

opping. Bred for season-long performance, its strong repeat blooming makes 
for an extended show.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 ta t	 ea t 	 	 i 		

S/PS, May-Sep, H 6-10", W 6-10", Z 4-9–This variety keeps blooming right 
through the heat and humidity of summer, unlike many dianthus which take 
a break until the cooler temperatures of fall. ragrant, semi-double owers are 
pink with a burgundy center and picotee edge.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 e 	 tta e 	 i a 	 i a 		

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 10-14", W 10-12", Z 5-9–(‘WP15 MOW08’ P.P. 29480) Large, fragrant 
blooms, up to 2 inches in diameter, hold for long periods of time. Compact plants 
have silvery-blue foliage that stays attractive all season and sturdy stems that 
don t op. Double blossoms are bright splashes of white and pink.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i e itc 	 e e e e 		

S, May-Sep, H 6-8", W 12-15", Z 3-9–An outstanding selection of Cheddar Pinks 
praised for its profuse bloom display, spicy clove scent of its upfacing violet-
rose owers, and attractive mats of low silvery-blue foliage. Blooms heaviest 
in early summer and often owers again in early fall.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 it	 c 	 a e 	 c tai 		

S, Jun-Sep, H 8-10", W 10-12", Z 4-9–(P.P. 28603) Vibrant magenta double 
blooms are ru ed and serrated. lowers are fragrant and measure  inches in 
diameter. They also exhibit excellent heat and humidity tolerance.  PP

	 	 	each 
	 	 e ie 	 e 	 e 		

S, May-Oct, H 8-11", W 8-11", Z 5-9–(‘Wp19 Val01’ P.P. 33311) Mounds of blue-
green foliage are topped with long-lasting, buttery yellow owers that emit a 
wonderful clove fragrance. Sturdy stems hold the blooms nicely upright and 
are great for cutting.  PP

	 	 	each 
	 	 tai 	 t 	 	 		

S, May-Sep, H 6-8", W 10-12",  Z 4-9–(‘KonD1400K4’ P.P. 33460) Mounds of 
silvery-blue foliage bloom almost continually from spring until fall, producing 
loads of single white, fragrant blooms with attractive red eyes. Established 
plants are quite tolerant of drought and light frosts.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 ce t	 i t 	 c t	 i e		

S, May-Sep, H 8-12", W 10-12",  Z 5-9–(‘WP05 YVES’ P.P. 18828) Double white 1½-
inch blooms are centered with a deep burgundy red eye and have a heavy spice 
fragrance. igorous plants offer repeat bloom that goes on from spring to fall. 
Neat, blue-green foliage forms thick, smooth, uniform mounds.  PP

	 	 	eac

e e ate	 	ti e 	 i
Avoid lugging cumbersome bags of humus to try to repair 
poor soil. This 100% organic blend of concentrated, fully 
decomposed humus and other essential soil additives 
is simply spread over existing lawns or gardens and 
watered in. It’s completely safe with no risk of burning 
plants or over-applying. Spreading 3 lbs. over 1,000 sq. ft. 
gives the same result as working in hundreds of pounds 
of compost or humus. Guaranteed to start improving soil 
the season it’s applied.

– 	 	 a 	
– 	 	 a 	

John and Bob’s Soil Optimizer

	

	 	

	 	

	

	

	 	

New 
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Dicentra ~
(Bleeding Heart) These graceful woodland plants are known for their arching 
sprays of heart-shaped owers. Compound, deeply divided foliage is often 
fern-like and may die back to the ground in summer, depending on moisture 
levels and location. If foliage dies back, plants will still return the following 
spring. 
	 	 i 	 ea t 		

PS/SH, May-Sep, H 10-12", W 12-15", Z 3-9 (P.P. 0 9 ) The foliage is a lace-
textured frosty blue that forms neat, vigorous, disease-resistant mounds. Heavy 

ushes of sterile magenta-red heart-shaped blossoms adorn this plant in the 
spring and continue to appear for months.  BR
$22.95; 3+ $20.95 each
	 	 ecta i i 	 	 ea t 		

PS/SH, May-Jun, H 18-24", W 24-36", Z 3-9 Pink and white, classic heart-shaped 
blooms really pop against the brilliant yellow foliage, which tends to mellow a 
bit as the season progresses.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 	 ea t 		

PS/SH, May-Sep, H 10-12", W 12-15", Z 3-9 (P.P. 15599) Clusters of large, pure 
white owers are held above silvery-blue, ferny foliage. Heat tolerant. Blooms 
all summer when kept moist.  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 e	 ea t 		

PS/SH, May-Aug, H 10-12", W 10-12", Z 5-9 (P.P. 6565) orgeous blue-green 
fern-leaf foliage adds delicate texture to the shade garden. Dense clusters of 
heart-shaped white owers with purple ends adorn gracefully branching stems. 
Blooms continuously throughout the summer.  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 ia t 		

PS/SH, Apr-Sep, H 12-15", W 12-18", Z 3-9 Cherry-red buds open deep pink. 
ern-like blue-green foliage forms a nice clump. Nearly everblooming with 

deadheading, although best owering will occur in spring.  ore tolerant of 
summer heat and sunlight than many other cultivars.  BR

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 i 	 ia 		

S/PS, May-Sep, H 12-16", W 16-18", Z 3-9 (P.P. 3 3 0) Incredibly long-blooming, 
this alpine-type bleeding heart bears pink blossoms that add a sparkle to the 
landscape. Blue-green fern-like foliage remains attractive all season.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 ecta i i 	 a e ti e 		

PS/SH, Apr-May, H 28-32", W 34-35", Z 2-9 ( Hordival  P.P. 39) An excellent 
selection with cherry red, white-tipped, heart-shaped owers held on arching 
burgundy stems above grey-green leaves.  BR

	 	 	eac

Digitalis  
( oxglove) These beloved biennials and perennials bear spikes of tubular 

owers that often display spotted throats. In cooler climates they tolerate some 
sun. Biennial types should be cut back after owering, leaving a few spikes to 
reseed for continuity. 
	 	 ctic	 	 e 		

S, Jun-Aug, H 18-24", W 16-18", Z 5-9 ( Balroxose  P.P. 31900) A long- owering 
perennial selection featuring beautiful, bell-shaped blooms in a delightful shade 
of rosy pink. Deadhead to encourage new owering shoots. Produces owers 
every year, unlike most foxgloves.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 ea	 a 	 tai 	 e 		

PS, Jun-Jul, H 36-48", W 12-24", Z 4-9 The upfacing, bright rose-pink tubular bells 
of this biennial foxglove allow the speckled interior to be viewed with ease.  PP

	 	 	eac
	

S/PS, Jun-Jul, H 16-36", W 12-18", Z 4-9–(D. purpurea) These biennials are more 
compact than other common foxgloves and ower in the first year. In  trials, 
they received high marks for their strong growth habit, abundant owers and 
lovely colors. They form a compact basal clump of green foliage.  PP
a atia 	 e e 		

Creamy-white owers boast dark maroon-spotted throats.
a atia 	 eac 		

Peach-pink bells accented with orange-speckled throats age to soft peach.
a atia 	 e	 e 		

Deep lavender-purple owers with spotted throats.
a atia 	 ite	 e 		

Pure white owers with purple-spotted throats.
	 	 	 (mix or match):
	 	 	eac
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eat	 	a 	 e i 	 a t
This 4-6-7 fertilizer increases a plant’s size, strength and 
bloom production at a rate that’s nearly unbelievable. It con-
tains no chlorides, carbonates or sodium – plus it’s odorless, 
colorless and environmentally safe. Use one capful per gal-
lon of water as a regular feed or ½ capful to spray directly on 
the foliage. A one-liter bottle makes more than 100  gallons 
of fertilizer. 
#51082–$19.95; 2+ $17.95 each

AlgoPlus Liquid Fertilizer

Echinacea  ~ o
(Cone ower) Among the most popular and widely cultivated of our native 
prairie owers, they resist heat, drought, insects and disease. row in any well-
drained soil.
CONE-FECTIONS™ SERIES
These Plants Nouveau introductions by Dutch breeder Arie Blom produce huge 
double pompon blooms in a rainbow of colors.  PP

t	 a a a 		
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 30-36", W 18-24", Z 4-9 (P.P. 10 ) Red-orange pompon blooms 
literally sizzle atop thick stems with maroon markings. Consistently double and 
non-fading 3-inch owers are accented with a skirt  of petals. 
a a a e 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 26-30", W 18-24",  Z 4-9 (P.P. 60 ) Depending on the age of the 
ower, these large, fragrant and long-lasting pompon blooms are a technicolor 

show of gold, apricot, peach and tangerine. 
	 	 	 	(mix or match):
	 	 	eac
	 	

Dark stems, lusciously colored blooms and dark cocoa-colored cones are the 
notable traits of this series from Terra Nova Nurseries. Lush green foliage 
provides a perfect backdrop, allowing the blooms and stems to shine.  PP

tic 		
S, Jul-Sep, H 14-18", W 16-20", Z 4-9 (PPA ) Blooms open bright shell pink and age 
to shades of pastel pink. 

ic e 		
S, Jul-Oct, H 10-14", W 12-16", Z 4-9 ( TNECHDSW  PPA ) Watermelon pink 
blooms held on chocolate brown stems.

	 	 	 	 	(mix or match):
$18.95; 3+ $17.45 each

	 	
S, Jun-Sep, H 22-24", W 18-20", Z 4-9–The compact plants of this hybrid series all 
have a well-branched form for superior ower production. Bred in the upper 
Midwest to withstand harsh winters.  PP

e	 		
( Balscblum  P.P. 3103) Large pompon blooms have candy-pink tufted centers 
and ared ray petals. 

a e 		
( Balscanery  P.P. 4 69) Double cranberry-red blooms. 
a a i 		

( Balscandin  P.P. 6640) Eye-catching orange double blooms.
	 	 	 	 	(mix or match):
	 	 	eac 	

	 ea	 cce t ic	 e 		 	
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 24-28", W 20-24", Z 3-8 (PPA ) Bright yellow double blooms 
command attention. Large blossoms look spectacular in the landscape and pair 
well with other medium-tall varieties.  BR
$19.95; 3+ $17.95 each
	 	 e atc e 	 a 	 a e 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 26-28", W 26-28", Z 4-8 (P.P. 31 9) Compact plants have better 
basal branching than many older varieties. Large, bold owers are 5 inches 
across and mature from coral-pink to lavender-pink. Near black stems add nice 
contrast.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 ata 	 tt acti 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 24-30", W 18-24", Z 3-8 (P.P. 1 4 9) Abundant purplish-pink 
owers with reddish centers have a double row of petals. Well-branched stems 

are wine-red.  PP
$18.95; 3+ $17.45 each

		

New 

	

New 

	

New 
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Echinacea continued. 

	 ea	 ee 	 i te 		
S, Jun-Sep, H 38-42", W 18-24", Z 3-8–Flowers are a bicolor lemony-green with 
carmine red centers and horizontally held petals. Vigorous with strong, sturdy 
stems.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	

S, Jun-Oct, H 15-18", W 18-24", Z 4-9–A breakthrough in hybrid Echinaceas. 
Selected for a vigorous, yet compact habit and extremely strong, single owers. 
Expect abundant blooms from summer until frost.  PP
a e 		

('TNECHKR' P.P. 28768) Large raspberry-pink blooms. Highly oriferous. 
e 		

( TNECH RD  P.P. 9 43) Large bright red blooms. ree- owering. 
te e	 a e 		

( TNECH IO  P.P. 69) Brilliant orange blooms offer a commanding presence. 
ite 		

( TNECH W  P.P. 30 56) Bright white, long-lasting owers.
e 		

(‘TNECHKY’ P.P. 29922) Blooms are a delightfully bright shade of golden yellow.
	 	 	 	(mix or match):
	 	 	eac 	

	 	 a 	 et 		
S, Jul-Oct, H 12-20", W 14", Z 4-9–(P.P. 33889) Large double blooms are an incredibly 
vibrant shade of orange that almost hurts your eyes. Compact plants have a nice 
upright habit and a very long bloom season.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 a 	 ea 	 a a 		

S, Jun-Sep, H 20-24", W 18-24", Z 4-9–(PPA ) Another fine Dutch variety from 
AB-Cultivars. The bicolor raspberry-pink owers have pinched white tips and 
red central cones. A fine combination sure to attract attention in the garden or 
landscape.  PP

	 	 	eac

	 	
These introductions offer summer-long blooms, strong stems with lots of 
branching and all-around great performance in the landscape.  PP

a 		
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 22-32", W 24-30", Z 4-8 (P.P. 35 5) Layered petals of yellow are 
wide and straight around orange cones on this summer-to-frost bloomer. Very 
fragrant. 
i 	 a a 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 20-28", W 18-20", Z 4-9–(P.P. 26159) Giant 4½-inch blooms are 
honey-mango in color with a fabulous scent that takes you straight to the 
tropics. ery oriferous.
a e	 e 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 36-40", W 30-40", Z 4-8–(P.P. 21932) Two-tone orange and yellow 
3 -4 inch owers are hot, hot, hot  They re fragrant too

a a t	 e 		
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 24-30", W 18-24", Z 3-8 (P.P. 16054) ragrant white owers up to 
7 inches across have golden central cones and overlapping horizontal petals.   
i i	 c 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 28-34", W 24-28", Z 4-9 (P.P. 1 39) Huge 4 -inch owers are 
pumpkin-orange with wide petals and large copper-orange central cones. Sure 
to ignite the garden  

	 	 	 	 	(mix or match):
	 	 	eac

ai ie	 ta 	 at 	 		
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 30-34", W 24-28", Z 3-9 (P.P. 194 ) Non-fading tomato-red owers 
up to 6 inches across look like ares in the garden border. A very oriferous 
variety. PP

	 	 	eac
E. x Prima 	 a 		
S, Jun-Oct, H 12-15", W 18", Z 4-9–(‘TNECHPS’ P.P. 33778) Introduced by Terra Nova 
Nurseries, this petite selection is a compact super-bloomer. Vigorous plants begin 

owering early in the season and don t stop until a hard frost. Single golden-
orange blooms are very eye-catching in the landscape.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 	 a i a		

S/PS, Jun-Oct, H 18-22", W 24", Z 4-10–(‘TNECHPV’ P.P. 28788) Creamy 4-inch 
blossoms have a double, anemone-type look with light yellow cone orets. The 
plants have strong stems that don t op.  PP

	 	 	eac
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	 	 t ie 	 t a e 	 a 		
S, Jun-Aug, H 23-27", W 18-23", Z 4-9–(PPAF) Large blooms have a red central 
cone ringed with red and long, re exing, light yellow petals. igorous, compact 
plants are strong and quite oriferous.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 e e 	 a ta e 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 26-30", W 15-20", Z 4-9 (P.P. 4 9 ) The color of a ripe cantaloupe. 
Young owers look like brown-eyed, double gerbera daisies, becoming full and 
rounded. Plants have good branching, offering a great bloom display.  PP

	 	 	eac
SUNSEEKERS® SERIES
S, Jun-Sep, H 18-24", W 16-22", Z 4-9 These semi-double to double 4-inch fragrant   
blooms have multiple layers of frilly petals allowing them to stand out in a 
crowded landscape. Compact plants have excellent branching.  PP
a 		 		

( I ECSSSAL  P.P. 3 4 6) Yellow-highlighted owers open salmon-pink and 
fade to light pink as they mature. Dark crimson cones add nice contrast. 
ai 		

( I ECSSSRA  P.P. 331 1) Blooms open light yellow and transition to hues of 
pink, coral, lavender, salmon and more, displaying multiple colors at once on 
the same plant. 

	 	 	 	(mix or match):
	 	 	eac 	

Echium ~ o 
Low-growing basal rosettes of foliage produce showy spikes of owers. Plants 
prefer soil that is not too rich as this may prevent ower formation. 
	a e 	 e 	 eat e 		

S, May-Oct, H 10-16", W 8-12", Z 3-9 This drought-tolerant plant grows well in 
poor soils. ounds of dark green, narrow, leathery foliage bear ower spikes of 
rose-red orets. Heaviest bloom is in spring  deadhead for rebloom.  PP

	 	 	eac 	

i e i  ~
(Barrenwort) Long-lived, shade-tolerant plants have attractive multi-colored 
foliage that forms nice thick clumps. Heart-shaped leaves appear ust after 

owering and are deciduous. Small cup-shaped, spurred owers on wiry stems 
appear in mid-spring. Prefers humus-rich, moist, slightly acidic soil. 
	 a i 	 i a ee 		

PS/SH, Apr-May, H 8-12", W 12"+, Z 4-9 Lavender-violet owers. aroon young 
lea ets mature to green. Compact and very oriferous.  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 		

PS/SH, Apr-May, H 10-12", W 12"+, Z 4-9 Red owers with yellow spurs are 
followed by green leaves tinged red, turning copper, red and yellow in fall.  BR

	 	 	eac

i  ~ o 
(Sea Holly) Cone-shaped or rounded owers are surrounded by stiff, spiny, 
petal-like structures called bracts and are excellent for oral arrangements. 
Leave the stalks to dry on the plant as they provide wonderful winter interest as 
well as seed for birds. Drought- and salt-tolerant plants seldom need division. 
	 	 e	 ac t 		

S, Jul-Aug, H 24-32", W 20-28", Z 4-7 Deep blue owers surrounded by very large, 
frilled blue bracts. Strong, well-branched stems are also blue near the top.  BR

	 	 	eac
	 a 	 e	 itte 		

S, Jul-Aug, H 36-40", W 18-20", Z 4-8 One of the fastest varieties to mature, 
blooming in its first year. asses of spiky intense blue owers are held above 
clump-forming green foliage.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 a e ii	 i 	 e 		

S, Jun-Aug, H 28-32", W 24-28", Z 4-9 (P.P. 0636) Large 4-inch ower heads are 
iridescent blue surrounded by finely divided, lacy blue bracts. Blue stems 
contrast with silvery leaves.  PP

	 	 	eac

Euphorbia
(Spurge) Rather than true owers, these perennials typically gain their bright 
color from showy leaf bracts. They are easy-care, long-lived and drought 
tolerant. Plant in any average, well-drained soil.
	 c a	 fi e 		

S/PS, May-Jun, H 12-15", W 15-18", Z 5-9 (P.P. 1 5 5) oliage emerges green but 
quickly turns maroon-red with bla ing reddish-orange tips. Bright chartreuse 
and gold owering bracts add brilliant spring color.  PP

	 	 	eac

	

	

	

	

	

New 
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Fern 
The graceful, ornamental foliage of hardy ferns is especially valuable for shaded 
to partially shaded locations. They provide lush cover with little care. Plant in 
moist, highly organic, slightly acid soil. A mulch will preserve moisture.
t i 	 	 t 		

SH/PS, H 24-36", W 18-24", Z 4-8–A sterile hybrid cross between Japanese Painted 
Fern and Southern Lady Fern. Plants form rigid upright clumps of broad, apple-
green fronds frosted with silvery-gray.  PP

	 	 	eac
t i 	 	 i a 		

PS/SH, H 24-36", W 48-72", Z 3-8–This monster is a stunning beauty in the shade 
garden. It can reach up to 3 feet high and spread to almost twice that. Quite 
similar in coloration to Japanese Painted Fern, its silvery gray-blue fronds are 
accented with green and are held on contrasting deep purple stems. It forms a 
massive mound of gracefully arching fronds.  PP

	 	 	eac
atte ccia	 t t i te i 		

PS/SH, H 36-60", W 36-60", Z 3-8–Ostrich Fern. Bright green, gracefully arching, 
feathery fronds. Spreads quickly. Grows in full sun with adequate moisture.  PP

	 	 	eac 	

i i e a		~ o
These tall, robust plants have pinnate foliage and bear plumes of tiny, uffy 

owers in late spring to late summer. Ideal as border plants in wet areas and for 
naturalizing in damp meadows. 
	 a	 e ta 		

S/PS, Jun-Aug, H 48-72", W 36-48", Z 3-9–Queen of the prairie. Foamy 6-9 inch 
plumes of pink to rose are borne on sturdy, erect stems rising above a mound of 
toothed foliage. Can be planted along streams or ponds and can tolerate boggy 
conditions.  BR

	 	 	eac

ai a ia~ o
(Blanket Flower) A popular perennial due to its ease of culture, showy owers, 
and all-summer ower display. It tolerates hot, dry situations well. Plants form 
tight clumps of lobed, hairy foliage. Blooms held on wiry stems are produced 
continuously, even without deadheading. Avoid overly rich soil. Good drainage 
is essential. 
ARIZONA SERIES
S, Jun-Oct, H 10-12", W 12-18", Z 3-10–(G. x aristata) These highly awarded 
Gaillardias feature widely adapted plants that are compact and uniform. They 

ower abundantly with a longer bloom period than other blanket owers and 
display vivid, nonfading colors. Blooms first year from seed.  PP

i a	 ic t 		 i a	 e 	 a e 		
i a	 		

PRICE OF ARIZONA SERIES (mix or match):
	 	 	eac

Gaura  ~ o
(Wand ower) A tough, adaptable U.S. native plant that tolerates drought and 
high humidity. It has a graceful habit with arching stems, bearing many buds 
which open a few owers at a time. It blooms continuously all summer without 
deadheading.
	 i ei e i	 a e 		

S, Jul-Oct, H 18-24", W 18-24", Z 5-9–(‘Harrosy’ P.P. 22290) A lovely variety from 
England, producing unique bicolor owers of white edged with cherry-pink. 
Visually stunning!  PP

	 	 	eac
	 i ei e i	 a e	 ite 		

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 10-24", W 14-20", Z 5-9–Plants produce masses of white blossoms 
earlier in the season than other varieties. 2014 AAS Bedding Plant Award 
Winner.  PP

	 	 	eac

Geranium ~
(Cranesbill) Hardy perennial geraniums are long-lived, pest resistant and come in 
a wonderful array of colors, types and sizes. They are easy to grow and their only 
requirement is moist, well-drained soil. ost benefit from a good shearing after 
initial owering to encourage new foliage and rebloom.
	 a ic ia 	 ta 	 a e 		

S/PS, July-Sep, H 16-20", W 24-36", Z 5-9 (P.P. 1 9 ) A free- owering cultivar bear-
ing abundant blooms of pastel blue-violet accented with purple veins. The small 
blooms are held on plants that have a nice spreading habit.  BR

	 	 	eac

GHOST

STRUTHIOPTERIS

ARIZONA APRICOT ARIZONA RED SHADES

New 

ROSYJANE
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	 ate e	 e	 e e 		
S/PS, May-Aug, H 15-18", W 18-24", Z 5-8–(PPAF) The unique, large and double 

owers of this eadow Cranesbill are white with lavender-purple hearts. inely 
cut foliage is intense dark green.  BR

	 	 	eac
	 a i e 	 e 		

S/PS, May-Oct, H 6-8", W 12-18", Z 3-8 Hot pink owers have bright white edges 
and centers. Blooms all summer with the heaviest ush in early summer. inely 
cut green foliage forms an attractive mound that turns red in fall.  BR

	 	 	eac 	
	ca ta i ie e	 te e 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 10-12", W 18-20", Z 4-8 (PPA ) This attention-grabbing selection 
bears a prolific number of brilliant pink blooms through the season. reen, 
mat-forming foliage turns attractive shades of red in fall.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 a i e 	 a 	 ei 		

S/PS, May-Jun, H 6-12", W 12-24", Z 3-8 Dark green, deeply lobed leaves nicely off-
set the reddish-purple, single blooms.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	 ate e	 i i t	 t 		

S/PS, May-Aug, H 6-8", W 12-16", Z 4-9 (PPA ) eatures clear white owers against 
a backdrop of very dark purple leaves. The compact plants are very drought tol-
erant. reat as a groundcover.  BR

	 	 	eac
	 	 a e 		

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 18-20", W 24-36", Z 5-8 Large 1 -  inch saucer-shaped, violet-
blue owers top mounds of deep green foliage lightly marbled with chartreuse. 
Has a very long bloom period. Introduced by Blooms of Bressingham. 00  
Perennial of the Year.  PP 

	 	 	eac
	 	 a i e 		

S/PS, Jun-Oct, H 28-32", W 18-20", Z 4-8 (P.P. 19 50) This aromatic, spreading 
geranium features bright yellow-green young leaves that mature to green and 
turn red in the fall. The large ower heads are deep purple with black centers. 

akes an excellent groundcover.  BR
	 	 	eac 	

Geum ~ o
(Avens) Plants form low clumps of coarse, glossy green leaves from which 
emerge branching stems holding 1 -inch round owers. Deadheading will 
encourage more blooms and pruning back after owering re uvenates the 
foliage. row in rich, moist, well-drained soil.
	 	 ettic at 	 eac 		

S, Apr-Sep, H 10-12", W 18-22", Z 5-9 ( TN E PP  P.P. 31 0 ) A reblooming va-
riety that will produce owers all summer long. The semi-double owers are a 
refreshing shade of peach. Introduced by Terra Nova Nurseries.  PP

	 	 	eac 	

Ornamental Grass
Ornamental grasses add structure and texture to perennial plantings. enerally,
they are easy maintenance plants requiring only an annual shearing before 
spring growth starts. Allow -3 years for them to grow to their full potential. 

	 e a ii	 ac a 		
S, Aug-Sep, H 48-60", W 12-24", Z 3-9 (P.P. 949) Big Bluestem. Spring foliage 
emerges deep green to dark purple, and transitions to near black when night 
temperatures cool in the fall. Tiny seed heads provide winter interest and food 
for birds. Ideal for erosion control and naturali ing.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 e a ii	 e 	 ct e 		

S, Aug-Sep, H 60-72", W 24-30", Z 3-8 (P.P. 6 3) Big Bluestem. Red-tipped green 
leaves emerge in spring, later darkening to deep purple and then a bright scarlet 
in autumn. Scarlet-red ower heads adorn this beauty in autumn adding to its 
ornamental appeal.  PP

	 	 	eac
a a a ti 	 ac t ic a			

S/PS, Aug-Sep, H 46-50", W 34-38", Z 4-9 orean eather Reed rass. lossy green, 
-inch arching leaves form large, upright clumps that are quite impressive. A 

warm-season grass, plants bear fluffy, bottlebrush plumes in late summer.  PP
	 	 	eac

i ca t 	 i e i 	 i e	 a 		
S/PS, Sep-Oct, H 72-84", W 36-48", Z 4-9 (P.P. 303 4) aiden rass. pright green 
foliage turns to brilliant shades of orange and red in fall. Silvery ower plumes 
stand strong on rigid stems and look wonderful in the winter landscape. A seed-
less selection that won t spread freely.  PP

	 	 	eac
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Ornamental Grass continued.

GOLDEN SUNSET®

SHENANDOAH BURGUNDY BUNNY

ASAHIMOERHEIM BEAUTY

Back
Again!

a ic 	 i at 	 e a a 		
S, Jul-Aug, H 36-48", W 24-36", Z 4-9–Red Switch Grass. This selection from 
Germany is unmatched for burgundy fall color. Green in early summer, the 
leaves take on dark red hues by July, turning wine-colored by September. 
Reddish ower heads appear in midsummer.  PP

	 	 	eac
e i et 	a ec i e 	 	 		

S, Jul-Aug, H 12-16", W 15-18", Z 5-9–(P.P. 21917) Miniature Fountain Grass. A cute 
grass for containers and garden accents. The green foliage begins to turn red in 
summer heat, becoming blazing red by fall and holding color until frost. Cream 

ower plumes appear in late summer, lasting over 3 months.  PP
	 	 	eac

PRAIRIE WINDS® SERIES
These grasses add wonderful texture and movement to the landscape. All have 
been thoroughly tested by Walters Gardens and proven themselves to be deer 
resistant.  PP
e i et 	a ec i e 	 e e t	 ai 		

S, Aug-Oct, H 36-48", W 36-48", Z 5-9–(P.P. 20751) Fountain Grass. Narrow, 
arching green leaves form an attractive vase-shaped clump topped with showy, 
5-inch bottlebrush plumes of smoky purple that age to tan. Foliage takes on red, 
orange and gold highlights in fall. 
e i et 	a ec i e 	 e 	 ee e 		

S, Jul-Sep, H 36-40", W 48-54", Z 5-9 (P.P. 34634) ountain rass. Arching foliage 
is a bold, eye-catching shade of chartreuse that adds wonderful contrast to the 
landscape. Considerably more vigorous than other gold-leafed Pennisetums.
Coppery seedheads appear in midsummer, adding nice depth and texture.
PRICE OF PRAIRIE WINDS® SERIES (mix or match):

	 	 	eac
c i ac i 	 c a i 	 e	 i a 		

S, Sep, H 36-48", W 24", Z 3-9 (P.P. 433) Little Bluestem. This grass slowly 
transforms from blue-green in spring to scarlet-red and finally to a deep red-
purple in fall. Its upright form holds well into the winter months.  PP

	 	 	eac
a t 	 ta 	 e 	 et®		

S, Aug-Sep, H 60-72", W 24-36", Z 3-9 ( NY 31 153  P.P. 33 6) Yellow Prairie 
Grass. Spectacular in the late summer landscape, olive-green foliage is topped 
with 10-12 inch golden-bronze seedheads beginning in mid-August. A great 
native selection that stands tall through winter wind and snow.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 ete e i 		

S, Aug-Oct, H 24-36", W 24-36", Z 3-9–Prairie Dropseed. Narrow, green blades 
form soft-looking cascading mounds of foliage that turn shades of gold to deep 
orange in fall. Bears pale pink owers in late summer. Although seed heads 
follow the owers, this species is not known to be invasive.  PP

	 	 	eac

Helenium ~ o
(Sneezeweed) Also called Helen s lower. This easily grown, oriferous North 
American native provides bright color in late summer and fall. Plants produce 
abundant small owers and lance-shaped foliage. 
	 	 e	 e 		

S, Jul-Oct, H 28-34", W 24-36",  Z 4-8 (P.P. 1 06) Sunny yellow double owers 
with deep yellow central cones are held atop strong stems on compact, bushy 
plants.  PP

	 	 	eac
	a t a e	 a iac i 	 e 		

S, Jul-Oct, H 18-22", W 20-24", Z 3-9–(P.P. 25977) Fiery orange-red and yellow 
bicolor owers with brown centers. Compact, well-branched plants bloom all 
summer. From Plants Nouveau.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e ei 	 ea t 		

S, Jul-Oct, H 36-48", W 24-36", Z 3-8–Petals in varying shades of orange-red 
surround prominent, velvety reddish-brown centers.  BR

	 	 	eac

Heliopsis ~ o
( alse Sun ower) These bright, cheerful plants are perfect for mid-to-late 
summer color when you would expect the perennial border to be at its riotous 
best. Drought tolerant and easy to grow in well-drained soil. 
	 e ia t i e 	 a i 		

S, Jul-Oct, H 28-30", W 18-24", Z 3-9–A fully double variety with sturdy stems that 
do not require staking. Deadhead plants as owers fade to maximi e blooming. 
The name is Japanese for “morning sun“ in reference to the warm shine the 

owers provide in the garden.  BR
	 	 	eac

New 
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RED SHADES

TUSCAN GOLD™ FRENCH KISS

SANDY SHORESROMANTIC GETAWAY

SPANISH FLARE FLOWER GIRL

MAID OF HONOR

WEDDING BELLS WEDDING CRASHER

Patina Herons
Add this beautiful statuary amongst tall grasses.
This elegantly crafted statuary adds some whimsy and style to the 
landscape. The gorgeous bronze patina on these birds make them a 
distinctive focal point in any garden, and they look right at home when 
placed near water features or tall grasses. A 4-inch stake is included with 
each heron to secure it into the ground.
#87105–27" Patina Heron $51.95
#87106–25" Preening Patina Heron $51.95

Patina
Heron

Preening  
Patina Heron

	 e ia t i e 	 ai e	 i e 		
S, Jul-Sep, H 24-30", W 18-24", Z 3-9–The foliage of this plant is spectacular. White 
leaves have crisp green veins that turn darker late in the season. Large, yellow, 
daisy-like owers appear all summer on well-branched plants.  BR
$18.95; 3+ $17.45 each 
	 	 e 	 a e 		

S, Jul-Sep, H 24-26", W 18-22", Z 4-9 Soft red, -inch owers shade toward orange 
at the edge of the petals and have brown, central cones. Stiff stems hold the 
blooms upright. Dark green foliage is tinted with dark chocolate brown.  BR
$17.95; 3+ $16.45 each
H. helianthoides Tuscan Gold™  #A12068
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 24-32", W 20-24", Z 3-9–(‘Inhelsodor’ P.P. 29819) Compact plants 
sport golden yellow, daisy-like owers and dark green foliage that is mildew 
resistant.  PP
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each

Helleborus  ~
These unusual perennials bloom in midwinter in mild climates and late winter 
or early spring in areas where the ground freezes hard. All require moist, highly 
organic, well-drained alkaline soil. They are sometimes slow to establish but are 
long-lived, preferring not to be disturbed.

HONEYMOON® SERIES
S/PS, Mar-Apr, H 18-24", W 24", Z 4-9 This single- owered series was bred by 
Hans Hansen of Walters Gardens, Inc. Varieties were chosen for their vigor, rich 

ower color and abundant, showy owers.  PP
e c 	 i 		

White blooms are veined with deep pink that intensifies toward the center. Each 
ower measures 3-3  inches across. 

a tic	 eta a 		
White, 3-inch owers have a bold red patterned center. ery eye-catching.
a 	 e 		

Apricot blossoms are -3 inches in diameter and blushed with rosy pink at the 
edges. Centers are dark pink and the reverse is also blushed with pink.

a i 	 a e 		
Attractive 3-inch blooms are light yellow with maroon centers.
PRICE OF HONEYMOON® SERIES (mix or match):
$19.95; 3+ $17.95 each
WEDDING PARTY® SERIES
S/PS, Mar-Apr, H 18-24", W 22-26", Z 4-9–Walters Gardens, Inc. hybridizer Hans 
Hansen has put together this festive collection in order to honor members of 
wedding parties. itting, since these plants are some of the first to bloom in 
spring, and can symbolize new beginnings.  PP

e 	 i 		
Sweet, ru ed blossoms of white to light pink blushed with deep rose at the 
edges. Double blooms are -3 inches in diameter. 
ai 	 	 		

Double -3 inch blossoms range from light to dark 
pink. Some show tinges of white toward the edges 
or deep pink speckling.

e i 	 e 		
Ru ed, clear white blooms are infused 
with lime green toward the centers. 
Double blossoms measure -  inches 
across.

e i 	 a e 		
Soft pink 3-inch blooms are heavily 
speckled with darker pink. Lends 
an exotic look to the early spring 
landscape.
PRICE OF WEDDING PARTY®
SERIES (mix or match):
$19.95; 3+ $17.95 each

LORAINE SUNSHINE
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BERRY SMOOTHIE BERRY TIMELESS

CHERRY COLA FIRE ALARM

FRILLY

GEORGIA PEACH

RED LIGHTNING

PURPLE

MIDNIGHT ROSE

SPELLBOUND

RED

PAPRIKA

STAINLESS STEEL TIMELESS NIGHT

Heuchera ~
(Coral Bells) Coral Bells offer an incredible variety of foliage si es and colors. All 
have ivy-shaped leaves topped by airy sprays of small, bell-like owers. Shear old 
top growth in spring. ulch after the ground free es to prevent heaving. 
	 	 e 	 t ie 		

PS/SH, May-Jun, H 15-18", W 15-18", Z 4-9 (P.P. 1 1) Large, lobed leaves display 
colors from purple-rose to rose-pink. Adapts well to heat and humidity.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 e 	 i e e 		

S/PS/SH, Jun-Sep, H 6-10", W 18-20", Z 4-9 (P.P. 635 ) Seemingly nonstop blooms 
of light pink maturing to deep red are produced on 1 - 0 inch scapes. oliage is 
green overlaid with an attractive silvery pattern.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e 	 a 		

S/PS, May-Jun, H 16-18", W 12-16", Z 4-9 (P.P. 96 ) ently lobed leaves in a 
beautiful shade of rusty red display stems bearing bright, cherry-red owers.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i e	 a 		

S/PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H 10-14", W 12-16", Z 4-9 (P.P. 45 5) Leathery foliage emerges 
bright fire-engine red in spring, transitions to deep red in summer, and turns back 
to bright red in fall.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i 		

S/PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 12-14", W 12-14", Z 4-9 ( Alchefril  P.P. 3461 ) These dense 
plants look almost more like coral than Coral Bells. Heavily ru ed leaves emerge  
in tones of red before transitioning to deep caramel and tan. Bears pale pink 

owers.  PP
	 	 	eac

	 	 e e 	 e 		
S/PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H 12-15", W 20-24", Z 4-9 ( TNHE P  P.P. 635 ) igorous 
mound-forming plants have intense purple, ru ed leaves that keep their color 
through the winter. Bears short, purple-pink ower spikes.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e e 	 e 		

S/PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H 7-14", W 12-16", Z 4-9 ( TNHE R  P.P. 9644) The lightly 
ru ed, deeply cut foliage is intense red in spring and fall when temperatures 
are the coolest, and somewhat more muted during the summer. ast-growing, 
vigorous plants bear short oral spikes with white owers.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e ia	 eac 		

S/PS, Jun-Jul, H 12-15", W 18-24", Z 4-9 (P.P. 193 5) Big leaves up to  inches across 
emerge brilliant peachy-orange in spring with a silvery overlay, turning to rose 
by summer and taking on burgundy hues with a frosted veil in the fall. Bears 
dainty, creamy-white owers on 30-inch spikes.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i i t	 e 		

S/PS, May-Jun, H 10-12", W 14-18", Z 4-9 (P.P. 1 551) Deep purple, near black 
leaves are speckled with bright pink. The spots expand as the leaves grow into 
a rounded, vigorous mound of foliage.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 a i a 		

S/PS/SH, May-Jun, H 8-12", W 14-18", Z 4-9 (P.P. 45 5) Large foliage is an eye-
catching shade of glowing coral-orange. Compact plants are well-behaved and 
add a tropical appeal to the landscape.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e 	 i t i 		

PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H 10-12", W 14-18", Z 4-9 (P.P. 6 ) Shocking red veins cut 
through the lime green leaves of this fantastic specimen.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e 		

PS/SH, May-Sep, H 9-16", W 12-16", Z 4-9 (P.P. 4103) Da ling silver leaves have 
purple undersides and fuchsia-purple tones in spring and fall. Large, dense, 
fast-growing plants bear white owers on 16-inch scapes.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 tai e 	 tee 		

PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H 8-12", W 18-24", Z 4-9 (P.P. 3349) Newly emerging foliage 
is almost pure silver, progressing to display deep purple veins and purple 
undersides on leaves that are silvery-green. Bears rather large, white owers. 

ery heat and humidity tolerant. A tough, sturdy grower.  PP
	 	 	eac

	 	 i e e 	 i t 		
S/PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H 8-10", W 16-18", Z 4-9 (P.P. 3 134) ounded, compact plants 
have dramatic, deep black-purple foliage. Dark, 16-1  inch scapes hold rosy 
pink orets. Plants rebloom throughout the summer.  PP

	 	 	eac
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TOPAZ JAZZ

CITRONELLE

CATCHING FIRE

CARAMEL

ZIPPER

GOLD ZEBRA

MIDNIGHT MARVEL

BALLET SLIPPERS BERRY AWESOME

LILAC CRUSH PERFECT STORM

SOLAR ECLIPSE

New 

	 	 a 	 a 		
S/PS, Jul-Oct, H 8-12", W 10-14", Z 4-9–(P.P. 29354) A color-changing variety, lobed 
leaves transition from honey topa  to gold and finally lime green, all with a 
heavy white overlay. Creamy yellow owers top the foliage in summer.  PP
$17.95; 3+ $16.45 each
	 i a	 a a e 		

S/PS/SH, Aug-Oct, H 8-12", W 15-24", Z 4-9–(P.P. 16560) Large leaves of bright 
golden caramel with orange highlights and red undersides. Dainty, cream-
colored, bell-shaped owers are produced on -foot stems.  PP
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
	 i a	 it e e 		

PS/SH, Aug-Oct, H 10-12", W 15-18", Z 4-9–(P.P. 17934) This H. villosa hybrid is cit-
ron yellow to chartreuse with silvered undersides. An exceptionally strong grow-
er for this color. Produces cream-colored owers.  PP
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
	 	 i e 		

S/PS/SH, Jul-Oct, H 8-18", W 10-14", Z 4-9–(P.P. 25428) Large, glossy foliage dis-
plays orange tones in spring and fall, golden amber in summer and winter, and 
is always backed with bright magenta. A heavily ru ed, undulating leaf form 
allows the bright backside color to really pop.  PP
$17.95; 3+ $16.45 each

Heucherella ~ o
(Foamy Bells) Heucherella is a hybrid of Heuchera and Tiarella. All forms are 
sterile and are thus profuse and repeat bloomers. They will give their best per-
formance in dappled shade and moist, fertile soil. 
	 	 atc i 	 i e 		

S/PS/SH, May-Jun, H 8-10", W 16-20", Z 4-9 (P.P. 31605) Refined, brilliant lime-
green leaves are centered with deep red, ame-like markings that deepen as the 
season progresses. Bears cream owers on 16- 0 inch scapes.  PP
$16.95; 3+ $15.45 each
	 	 	 e a 		

PS/SH, May-Jul, H 10-12", W 12-15", Z 4-9–(P.P. 22104) Scalloped, feathery leaves 
are bright yellow boldly marked with dark red centers. The variegation is very 
stable and looks great from spring to fall. rom Terra Nova Nurseries.  PP
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each 
	 	 a 	 c i e 		

S/PS/SH, Apr-Jun, H 10-16", W 12-16", Z 4-9–(P.P. 23647) The foliage has broadly scal-
loped lime green borders and centers of dark reddish-brown. Holds its color all 
season. A Terra Nova Nurseries introduction.  PP
$17.95; 3+ $16.45 each

Hibiscus 
(Rose allow) These H. moscheutos hybrids bear huge, saucer-si e owers on 
shrub-like plants. ark their location since they re slow to break dormancy in 
spring. They like moist, well-drained soil.
	 	 i i t	 a e 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 36-48", W 36-48", Z 4-9 (P.P. 40 9) Scarlet-red -9 inch owers 
have shocking brilliance displayed against the deep wine-purple, maple-like 
foliage that fills these bushy plants from top to bottom.  BR
$18.95; 3+ $17.45 each
SUMMERIFIC® SERIES
Long-blooming and oriferous in nature, these cultivars display blooms from the 
top to the bottom of the plant. Each offers something unique and is certain to make 
a statement in the landscape. Plant in full sun for best ower production.  BR
a et	 i e 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 48-60", W 60-72", Z 4-9–(P.P. 29896) Bright green foliage forms a 
sophisticated-looking, mounded clump. iant -inch blooms have a delicate 
ballerina air to them, adding class and whimsy to the landscape. Ru ed white 
petals are blushed pink at the edges and are grounded by a red central eye. 
e 	 e e 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 36-48", W 60-72", Z 4-9 (P.P. 936) Enormous -  inch laven-
der-pink blooms with a red eye appear all over this heavy-blooming perennial. 
Leaves are a deep midnight green and form attractive mounds of foliage.   
i ac	 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 60-66", W 48-54", Z 4-9–(PPAF) Lilac-purple -  inch owers will 
display cooler tones under lower temperature conditions. One of the larger va-
rieties in the series, plants have rich green, maple-like leaves and an upright, 
columnar habit. 
e ect	 t 		

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 30-36", W 54-60", Z 4-9–(P.P. 27880) A very eye-catching selection 
featuring dark purple leaves and -  inch white owers with pink highlights 
and red eyes. Ideal for smaller spaces and containers, it packs a visual punch 
over a long season. 
PRICE OF SUMMERIFIC® SERIES (mix or match):
$18.95; 3+ $17.45 each
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SNOWFLAKE

IRIS ENSATA MIX

SENSATIONAL!® (LEFT)
VS. PHENOMENAL™ (RIGHT) SUPER BLUE

Iberis ~ o
(Candytuft) ew plants brighten the landscape as effectively as Candytuft. 
The owers can last well over two months with sporadic rebloom thereafter. 
Narrow, dark green and glossy evergreen leaves look like they ve been dipped 
in wax. Drought tolerant. Requires well-drained soil.
	 e e i e 	 a e 		

S, May-Jun, H 8-10", W 12-24", Z 3-9 Offers greater consistency in height and habit 
when compared with older varieties. Clusters of white blooms blanket the low-
mounded plants, making them look like drifts of snow.  PP

	 	 	eac

Iris
I. ensata Mix  
S, Jun, H 30-36", W 24-36", Z 4-9–(Japanese Iris) The owers of apanese iris are the 
largest of any iris, often  inches or more in diameter. The blooms resemble huge 
orchids with their rich colors, unusual markings and crepe-like texture. They 
are delightful eye-catchers in the garden. We ve assembled a mix of outstanding 
named varieties that s sure to please.  BR
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

i fia ~ o
(Red Hot Poker) rass-like clumps of leaves send up sturdy, 3-4 foot stems 
bearing poker-shaped ower heads covered with tightly massed tubular 

owers. Prefers fertile, humus-rich, moist but well-drained soil. ulch plants 
the first year to offer extra protection.
K. x P a ia 	 a e	 a e 		
S, Jun-Aug, H 24-30", W 18-24", Z 5-9 (P.P. 31545) Bla ing orange, tightly packed 

orets. One of the most compact varieties in the series.  BR
	 	 	eac

a a a	 ~ o
(Lavender) Lavender is known for the wonderful fragrance of its owers 
and aromatic, gray-green, needle-like foliage. It s ideal for lining borders and 
walkways with its bushy, neat, shrub-like form. Plant in well-drained, neutral 
to slightly alkaline soil. 
	a ti ia	 e ce	 e 		

S, Jun-Sep, H 16-20", W 18-24", Z 5-9 Trialled thoroughly at Walters ardens in 
ichigan and found to be one of the best for landscape performance. Rounded 

clumps of foliage produce a profusion of blooms for many weeks and maintain 
a nice habit throughout the season.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	i te e ia	 e e a 		

S, Jul-Sep, H 24-32", W 24-32", Z 5-9 ( Niko  P.P. 4193) Plants have a superb 
mounding habit and an outstanding tolerance to extreme heat, humidity, root 
rot and foliar diseases. Bears graceful, deep purple owers.  PP

	 	 	eac
a a a	 	i te e ia	 e ati a 		

S, Jun-Aug, H 24-30", W 30-36", Z 5-9 ( Tesseract  P.P. 31 6) An improved selection 
of Phenomenal , with stronger stems and a deeper ower color. Silvery foliage 
is topped with large, thick, in orescences of a lovely, deep purple. Has a really 
nice, oral aroma.  PP

	 	 	eac
	a ti ia	 e 	 e 		

S, Jun-Aug, H 10-12", W 10-12", Z 5-8 (P.P. 49 9) Compact mounds of gray-green, 
fragrant foliage and dense spikes of deep blue-purple owers on short stems. A 
very oriferous selection that tolerates heat and humidity well.  PP

	 	 	eac

Leucanthemum  ~ o
(Shasta Daisy) A perennial garden wouldn t be complete without Shasta Daisies. 

ive them humus-rich, moist, well-drained soil and deadhead for continuous 
bloom. Divide every -3 years. 
	 e 	 a i 	 ai ie 	 a a a	 ea 	 		

S, Jun-Aug, H 20-24", W 20-22", Z 5-9 (P.P. 33 51) An improved version of Banana 
Cream  which has a more appealing habit and better, earlier blooming. Plus, the 

owers hold their color longer. The blooms open lemon yellow and gradually 
lighten to creamy white.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e 	 et 		

S, Jun-Sep, H 24-30", W 18-24", Z 4-9 Boasts the largest owers of a shasta daisy so 
far. Day-neutral plants require no vernali ation to produce their huge, 5-  inch 
white blooms. Stems are nice and sturdy.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e 	 i a	 i 		

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 24-30", W 18-24", Z 4-9 Large, creamy-white, pompon-style 
blossoms open from yellow buds, revealing small greenish-yellow centers. 
Plants have stiff stems, abundant owers and clean foliage.  PP

	 	 	eacBETSY 		 	

	 PHENOMENAL™	
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SPICATA SPICATA ALBA

BOTTLE ROCKET™

MT. HOOD WHOOPS-A-DAISY

PANDORA

THE ROCKET CARDINALIS

BLUE

TUTTI FRUTTI™ MIX

RED

NIGHT LIGHT

YELLOW

New 

	 	 e 	 t 	 		
S, Jun-Aug, H 16-20", W 14-18", Z 4-10–(PPAF) Frilly white blossoms have ice 
crystal-like petals and creamy yellow centers. Floriferous plants rebloom well, 
with each new layer of blooms covering the previous bloom cycle.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e 	 ai 		

S/PS, Jun-Aug, H 14-16", W 20-22", Z 5-9–(P.P. 27259) Compact plants form a nearly 
perfect mound of dark green foliage. In early summer, the plant becomes 
completely covered with white, daisy-like, 3-4 inch blooms, making a powerful 
statement in the garden or in any container.  PP

	 	 	eac

Liatris ~ o
(Blazing Star, Gayfeather) This North American native features basal clumps of 
foliage topped with ower spikes that open from the top down.  BR
	 icata		

S, Jul-Aug, H 24-48", W 12-18", Z 3-8 Rigid stems hold purple ower heads. 
Package of 6 bulbs.

	 	 	eac
	 icata	a a		

S, Jul-Aug, H 24-48", W 12-18", Z 3-8 Tall, oral stems bear white orets. Package 
of 6 bulbs.

	 	 	eac

Ligularia ~ o
(Golden-Ray) These shade plants all possess lovely, lush foliage that makes a 
bold accent, along with owers in shades of yellow and orange. Ideal for shady, 
moist borders or alongside water. 
	 	 tt e	 c et 		

PS, Jul-Aug, H 28-34", W 24-28", Z 4-9 (P.P. 44 6) Tall, golden yellow owers look 
perfectly proportioned to the rich, dark green, toothed foliage. uite oriferous 
compared to other varieties.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	 e tata	 a a 		

S/PS, Jul-Aug, H 12-16", W 14-20", Z 4-9–(PPAF) Broadly rounded, glossy leaves 
are rich shades of wine-red to chocolate brown and are evergreen in warmer 
regions. Thick clumps of foliage bear yellow, daisy-like owers in summer.  BR

	 	 	eac
	 te ce a a	 e	 c et 		

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H 48-60", W 36-48", Z 4-9–Huge, toothed, arrowhead-shaped 
leaves are green with purple-tinted undersides. The mounded plants are topped 
by spires of yellow owers held on dark purplish-black stems.  BR

	 	 	eac

e iao
(Cardinal Flower) This native plant boasts bright red racemes on easy-care 
plants. It does well in shady, moist areas but also has some drought resistance. 
	ca i a i 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 30-40", W 18-24", Z 3-9–Out of basal rosettes of deep bronze-
green, lance-shaped leaves shoot stems bearing spiked clusters holding brilliant 
red, 1 -inch, two-lipped owers. or best color, locate in morning sun.  PP

	 	 	eac

Lupinus ~ o
(Lupine) Long ower spikes filled with sweet-pea-like blossoms highlight beds 
and borders in late spring and early summer. Bright green, lobed foliage is 
attractive too. Plant in rich, acidic soil with good drainage and even moisture. 
GALLERY HYBRID SERIES
S/PS, Jun-Jul, H 16-20", W 15-18", Z 4-8–These shorter lupines have large, thick 

ower spikes in bright colors.  PP
e 		 	 e 		 e 		

PRICE OF GALLERY HYBRID SERIES (mix or match):
	 	 	eac

	 	 tti	 tti 	 i e 	 		 	
S/PS, Jun-Jul, H 36-40", W 18-24", Z 4-8 eatures thick, tall ower spikes in a 
broad range of solid and bicolor combinations, many not seen before. Includes 
shades of red, orange, yellow, cream, blue, rose and purple.  PP

	 	 	eac

Lysimachia ~ o
(Loosestrife) A diverse group of graceful perennials, some upright and some 
prostrate in form. All prefer moist, but well-drained, soil. 
	a e ii	 i t	 i t 		

PS/SH, May-Sep, H 10-12", W 12-14", Z 5-9–(P.P. 33931) This selection boasts jade 
green foliage that takes on burgundy hues in heavier shade. Bright yellow 

owers provide wonderful pops of color from spring until a hard frost.  PP
	 	 	eac
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CHERRY POPS GRAPE GUMBALL

	

FIREBALL

GRAND™ MUM BLUE MOON

NEPTUNE

KENT BEAUTY BARTZELLA

Malva ~ o
(Mallow) Related to hibiscus and hollyhocks, these branching plants produce 

owers that run up and down the stems. Plant in rich, well-drained soil and 
deadhead to prolong bloom.
	 e t i 	 e i a 		

S/PS, Jul-Oct, H 24-36", W 15-20", Z 4-8 Bears -3 inch single lavender-pink to 
white blooms veined with purple. Reseeds readily.  PP

	 	 	eac 	

Monarda ~ o 
(Bee Balm) These ornamental members of the mint family have whorled ower 
heads of tightly packed, tubular owers above colored leafy bracts. reen 
foliage has the shape and aroma of mint. Blooms heavily and spreads quickly. 
	 i a	 i e a 		

S/PS, Jul-Aug, H 15-18", W 15-18", Z 4-8 A mildew-resistant Bee Balm producing 
masses of deep raspberry-red ower heads. Dark green foliage.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 i a	 a 	 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 14-18", W 12-24", Z 3-8 ( Cmum  P.P. 136) Large, shaggy 
blooms are mauve-pink and look almost like chrysanthemums. Compact, 
mounded plants have rich green foliage that is quite mildew-resistant.  PP

	 	 	eac
SUGAR BUZZ® SERIES
S/PS, Jun-Aug, H 18-24", W 16-18", Z 4-9 These plants form compact mounds of 
dark green foliage. They are vigorous and mildew resistant, becoming covered 
in bright blossoms starting in midsummer.  PP

e	 		 (P.P. 9549) Lavender-blue owers.
e 	 		 (P.P. 61 ) Blooms are bright cherry-red.
a e	 a 		 (P.P. 49 ) ibrant magenta owers.

PRICE OF SUGAR BUZZ® SERIES (mix or match):
	 	 	eac

UPSCALE™ SERIES
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 24-32", W 24-36", Z 4-8 Taller than many newer introductions, 
these varieties are standouts for the landscape. Blooms almost cover the top half 
of the mildew-resistant plants, which extend the blooming season with a second 

ush of owers. PP
a e e 	 a eta 		 (PPA ) Dark lavender-purple owers.
i 	 e i e 		 (PPA ) ibrant two-tone pink blooms.
e 	 e et 		 (PPA ) Large cherry-red owers.

PRICE OF UPSCALE™ SERIES (mix or match):
	 	 	eac

e eta ~ o 
(Catmint) ray-green minty-scented foliage clothes stems crowned with clusters 
of tubular owers. orms nice clumps and is rarely bothered by disease or deer.   
	 aa e ii	 at 	 e 		

S/PS, Jun-Aug, H 24-36", W 12-18",  Z 3-8 (P.P. 44 ) Dense, compact plants have 
strong stems and resist opping. They display vibrant blue-purple blooms 
along the stems all summer long.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e t e 		

S/PS, May-Sep, H 8-12", W 8-10", Z 3-9 ( Bokratune  P.P. 9556) Compact,  clump-
forming plants produce an abundance of large blue owers.  PP

	 	 	eac

i a
(Ornamental Oregano) Although related to the edible herb oregano, we offer 
selections that were bred for ornamental purposes. Their fragrant foliage and 

owers are sure to be an interesting addition to containers and ower gardens.  
	 	 e t	 ea t 		

S, Jun-Sep, H 6-8", W 12-18", Z 6-9 This trailing plant bears clusters of hops-like, 
pendant bracts in a blend of green, cream and pink. The abundant owers 
nearly hide the heart-shaped, fragrant, powdery-blue foliage. ood drainage is 
critical for this plant.  PP

	 	 	eac 	

Paeonia  o
(Peony) These clump-forming herbaceous perennials are grown most often 
for their colorful blooms that appear beginning in mid to late spring. Peonies 
prefer soil that is fertile, humus-rich and moist but well-drained. Remove 

owers when blooming has finished and cut foliage to the ground in fall. 
	 	 a t e a 		

S/PS, May-Jun, H 30-36", W 30-36", Z 4-9–This Intersectional selection is prized 
for its pastel yellow double and semi-double, lemon-scented blooms which can 
measure up to  inches across. American Peony Society old edal Winner.  BR

	 	 	eac

New 

ZEBRINA

	 PINK CHENILLE 	

New New New 
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CORAL SUNSET HARLEM

PLACE PIGALLE SNOW GOOSE

CHERRY SPARKS

HEARTBEAT

RED RIDING HOOD

LITTLE 
DANCING GIRL

CLEOPATRA

	 	

KING KONG

LACEY BLUE CHATTAHOOCHEE

	 	 a 	 et 		
S/PS, May, H 28-36", W 24-30", Z 3-8 Semi-double to double owers of deep, 
intense coral transition to softer  hues of coral-pink, shell pink, and soft lavender. 
Stiff stems resist opping. American Peony Society old edal Winner.  BR
$19.95; 3+ $17.95 each

a a e 	
(Poppy) Plants form rosettes of green to gray-green foliage and send up stems 
holding cup-shaped blooms with a delicate appearance. ost poppies go 
dormant after owering. Established plants do not like to be disturbed. 
	 ie ta i 	 a e 		

S, May-Jun, H 28-30", W 18-24", Z 3-8 Large, burgundy-rose blooms have black 
centers. Occasionally reblooms in fall.  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
	 ie ta i 	 ea t eat 		

S, May-Jun, H 27-29", W 18-23", Z 3-8 (P.P. 010 ) Deep maroon owers have a 
double layer of petals.  BR
$16.95; 3+ $15.45 each
	 ie ta i 	 itt e	 a ci 	 i 		

S, May-Jun, H 18-20", W 12-18",  Z 3-8 Soft pink owers are accented with dark, 
maroon-purple spots.  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
	 ie ta i 	 i 	 		

S, May-Jun, H 38-42", W 15-18", Z 3-8 elvety red owers with a black base. 
Stems are quite tall, but very wind resistant.  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
	 ie ta i 	 ace	 i a e 		

S, May-Jun, H 18-20", W 12-18",  Z 3-8 (PPA ) A bicolor selection. Single, white 
blooms have a salmon-red edge.  BR
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
	 ie ta i 	 	 e 		

S, May-Jun, H 20-24", W 13-15", Z 3-8 Semi-double, ru ed blooms are off-white 
with a dark purple blotch at the base of each petal.  BR
$16.95; 3+ $15.45 each

e te 	 ~ o 
(Beardtongue) A large group of hybrid crosses all created from native North 
American species. Deadheading or light shearing will promote rebloom.
	 	 e 	 a 		

S, May-Sep, H 18-20", W 14-16",  Z 5-8 (P.P. 69) A fantastic variety with large, 
tubular red owers. Excellent heat and cold tolerance.  PP
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
	 	 e 	 i i 	 		

S, Jun-Jul, H 18-24", W 18-24",  Z 5-8 (P.P. 1 950) Tubular bright red owers with 
white throats bloom on long- owering plants with dark blue-green foliage.  PP

	 	 	eac

e ia	 ~ o 
(Russian Sage) A perennial with airy oral spires, finely dissected green aromatic 
foliage and silvery stems. Drought tolerant and low maintenance. 
	at i ici ia	 e i 	 	 ace 		

S, Jul-Sep, H 28-32", W 34-38",  Z 4-9 (P.P. 445) An improvement over older 
cultivars, upright plants have strong stems and closer-placed blue calyxes.  BR
$17.95; 3+ $16.45 each
	at i ici ia	 ace 	 e 		

S, Jun-Sep, H 18-24", W 18-24",  Z 4-9 ( Lisslitt  P.P. 0 45) A true dwarf selection, 
about one-half the si e and bearing larger owers than other Russian sages.  PP

	 	 	eac

Phlox ~ o 
Popular for the bright colors and fragrance of their owers. Deadheading will 
prolong bloom. ive plants space for good air circulation to prevent mildew.

	 i a icata	 atta c ee 		
PS, May-Jun, H 8-15", W 12-18"+, Z 3-9 Wild or Woodland Phlox. Dark green 
leaves bear loose clusters of  inch, violet-blue owers with darker eyes.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 a ic ata	 e	 a a i e 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 24-36", W 12-24", Z 4-8 Lavender-blue owers with white centers 
and small red eyes. Plants are remarkably mildew resistant.  PP
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
	 a ic ata	 e at a 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 20-24", W 18-24", Z 4-8 (P.P. 6 5) Cherry-pink blossoms are star 
shaped with an extra layer of petals, giving them a semi-double appearance.  BR

	 	 	eac
Phlox  continued on page 46.

Back
Again!

BLUE PARADISE
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	 a ic ata	 a i 		
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 20-48", W 24-36", Z 3-8–One of the best white phlox.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 30-32", W 24-32", Z 3-9–(P. paniculata) Selected by Walters Gardens 
because of their incredible mildew resistance, which is much improved over 
older cultivars. This series features full-si e owers on tall plants. 

a e ce ce 		 (P.P. 33 95) Dark-eyed light pink owers.  BR
et	 a 		 –(PPAF) Coral-pink blooms have an orange tinge.  PP

t a i et 		 (P.P. 3360 ) Dark magenta-violet owers.  PP
PRI 	 	 	 (mix or match):

	 	 	eac
	 	

S, Jun-Sep, H 18-20", W 16-18", Z 4-9–Features super-sized blooms on a compact 
habit, plus exceptional powdery mildew resistance. Excellent branching ensures 
an abundance of blooms all summer long.  PP

a 	 ( Balsukaco  P.P. 33 63) ibrant coral-pink owers.
a e e 		 –(‘Balsukalav’ P.P. 33022) Bright lavender blooms.

PRI 	 	 	 	 (mix or match):
	 	 	eac

	 a ic ata	 ai	 i 	 a e 		
S, Jun-Aug, H 24-30", W 24-30", Z 3-8–(P.P. 22961) Soft cherry-pink blossoms emit a 
sweet fragrance. Deep green, glossy foliage is mildew resistant.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 ata	 e	 a 		

S, May-Jun, H 4-6", W 18-20", Z 2-9–(P.P. 31169) A groundcover-type phlox. Blooms 
are rosy purple with a darker eye.  BR

	 	 	eac

at c 	 ~
(Balloon Flower) The buds of these interesting-looking plants resemble balloons, 
opening midsummer to reveal star-shaped blossoms. 
	 a i 	 t a	 ite 		

S/PS, Jul-Aug, H 8-10", W 12-16", Z 4-8–A low-maintenance variety with white 
blooms. Ideal for rock gardens and containers.  PP

	 	 	eac

Pulmonaria ~
(Lungwort) This genus for shade is identified by its spotted foliage and clusters of 
funnel-shaped owers. Plants form tidy spreading clumps.  
	 	 i 	 	 e	 a ie 		

PS/SH, Apr-May, H 8-12", W 22-26", Z 4-9–Green leaves are spotted with white and 
topped with deep pink blooms. Plants fill in spaces quickly.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 t	 		

PS/SH, Apr-May, H 14-16", W 18-20", Z 4-9–(P.P. 33063) Green leaves are heavily 
spotted with silver. Blossoms open salmon-pink and mature to rich blue.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e i	 tai 		

PS/SH, Apr-May, H 12-15", W 18-24", Z 4-9–Silver-spotted leaves form beautiful 
clumps from which rise profuse clusters of large, cobalt-blue owers.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 i e	 e 		

PS/SH, Apr-May, H 12-14", W 16-18", Z 3-9 (P.P. 30 5 ) Periwinkle blue owers pair 
with dark green, silver-spotted foliage.  PP

	 	 	eac 	

Pulsatilla
(Pasque lower) An underused genus that is certain to attract lots of attention. 
Grow in fertile, well-drained soil. Prefers not to be moved once planted.
	 a i 	 e 	 e 		

S/PS, Apr-May, H 6-12", W 8-12", Z 4-8–Lacy, fern-like green leaves produce 
crimson-red, nodding, bell-shaped owers.  PP

	 	 	eac

Ratibida ~ o
(Prairie Cone ower) A lovely plant useful for borders and naturalizing in sunny 
locations. Best planted en masse. 
	c i e a	 e 	 i et 		

S/PS, Jun-Oct, H 18-24", W 12-18", Z 3-8–Flowers have long cones and wide, 
re exed petals of reddish-brown, orange and yellow.  PP

	 	 	eac

Phlox continued.
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BRONZE PEACOCK

PRAIRIE GLOW

BUMBLEBERRY

New 

AUTUMN JOY

YELLOW

DAZZLEBERRY DREAM DAZZLER

AZURE SNOW CRYSTAL BLUE

VIOLET RIOT

	c i e a	 e 		
S, Jun-Oct, H 12-36", W 14-16", Z 3-8 Sunny yellow owers utter above delicate, 
green foliage.  PP

	 	 	eac 	

Rodgersia
(Rodger s lower) Bold, attractive foliage resembles the leaves of a horse 
chestnut tree. Tall spikes of uffy ower clusters are held high above the foliage. 
Plants prefer permanently moist soil, but won t tolerate standing water. 
	 i ata	 e	 eac c 		

PS, Jun, H 22-30", W 26-30", Z 5-8 (P.P. 4 0) In spring, giant palmate leaves 
emerge dark bron e before taking on green tones in summer. The ower stalks 
that support bright pink blossoms can reach up to 50 inches in height. se as a 
specimen plant or edging in your woodland garden.  PP

	 	 	eac

ec ia	 ~ o
(Cone ower) These popular perennials provide loads of color when planted in 
masses or in sunny borders. Plants have no ma or disease or pest problems and 
the seed heads provide winter interest and bird food. 
	 	 itte 	 i e	 		

S, Jul-Sep, H 24-36", W 12-24",  Z 3-9 (P.P. 30933) An improved selection of classic 
oldsturm  with large, 3-inch golden yellow blossoms.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 i a	 a 	 i a tii	 itt e	 ta 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 12-15", W 15-20", Z 3-9 (P.P. 39 ) ore compact than the well-
known oldsturm  with a tighter habit and better ower production.  PP

	 	 	eac
	t i a	 ai ie	 		

S, Jul-Sep, H 40-48", W 15-20", Z 3-10 iant 5-inch blossoms are a stunning red-
orange with golden-yellow tips and are butter y magnets.  PP

	 	 	eac

Salvia ~ o
(Sage) These attractive plants add vertical interest to borders with their showy 

ower spikes. oliage is usually gray-green and aromatic. They have no ma or 
disease or pest problems and are drought-tolerant. ive them rich soil and a 
sunny, well-drained location. Regular deadheading encourages rebloom. 
COLOR SPIRES® SERIES
S, Jun-Jul, H 16-22", W 24-26", Z 3-8 These selections were chosen for their strong 

owering, vibrant colors and compact habits. All form well-branched mounds 
of aromatic blue-green foliage.  PP

e	 	 (P.P. 30534) Deep violet-blue and white owers. 
ta 	 e 		 (P.P. 6344) Light sky-blue blooms.

i et	 i t 		 (P.P. 6 3) Deep violet-blue owers.
PRICE OF COLOR SPIRES® SERIES (mix or match):

	 	 	eac
	 e a	 e e 		

S, Jun-Aug, H 18-24", W 15-20", Z 3-8 (P.P. 3160 ) Dark fuchsia pink owers with 
dark purple calyxes provide a vivid display that makes other pink- owered 
salvias pale in comparison. A tidy and compact selection.  PP

	 	 	eac

Sedum ~ o
(Stonecrop) These easy-to-grow perennials are drought-tolerant with thick, 
succulent, waxy leaves and eshy stems. Their starry owers are borne in 
domed or at clusters. Spent owers provide nice winter interest.  
SUNSPARKLER® SERIES
These varieties bred by Chris Hansen bear large clusters of long-lasting owers 
and have colorful foliage all season.  PP
a e e 		

S, Aug-Oct, H 8-10", W 12-18", Z 3-9 (P.P. 45 ) Raspberry-red owers in fall top 
blue-gray foliage that ages to dark purple.

ea 	 a e 		
S, Aug-Oct, H 15", W 16-18", Z 4-9 (P.P. 31 ) In spring, foliage emerges a 
combination of pink, white and purple. In full sun, the foliage will turn deep 
purple with hot pink margins. Bears magenta-pink owers.

i fi e 		
S, Aug-Sep, H 4-6", W 14-18", Z 4-9 (P.P. 6 1) Small, thumbnail-si ed, shiny 
foliage is cherry-red with pink variegated edges. Bears rose-pink owers. 
PRICE OF SUNSPARKLER® SERIES (mix or match):

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 t 	 		

S, Aug-Sep, H 22-26", W 18-24", Z 3-9 This upright selection features light green 
leaves and deep rose owers that mature to a lovely bron e.  PP

	 	 	eac Sedum continued on page 48.

GLITTERS 
LIKE GOLD LITTLE GOLDSTAR

WILDFIRE
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WHAT A DOOZIE

WHITE

SPLENDIDE

DIVINITY

HONEYSONG PURPLE

RUBY HEART

GOLD NUGGET

LOTUS BLOSSOM ODDITY

SUGAR & SPICE

	ca tic a	 i a e e 		
S, Aug-Sep, H 2-4", W 8-12", Z 3-9–Rounded foliage is blue-gray tinged with 
purple on the edges. Pink owers age to carmine-red.  PP

	 	 	eac 	
	 	 a a e 		

S, Aug-Sep, H 16-18", W 26-28", Z 3-9 (P.P. 3395 ) Rich green foliage sets the stage 
for an outstanding ower show. Citron green buds open into soft coral-pink 

owers with both colors present at once.  PP
	 	 	eac 	

	 i 	 at	a	 ie 		
S, Aug-Sep, H 2-5", W 12-14", Z 5-9–(P.P. 31789) Dark green leaves have a bright 
yellow margin that fades to creamy white in summer and takes on pink tones in  
fall when it bears pink owers.  PP

	 	 	eac

Sempervivum 
(Hen  Chicks) These succulent plants are very heat and drought tolerant and 
make excellent additions to rock gardens and hot, dry areas that other plants 
cannot tolerate. Leaves are arranged in a rosette and the main hen  will usually 
produce several baby chicks  in a growing season.  
CHICK CHARMS® SERIES
These colorful creations are from the plant breeder that developed SunSparkler  
Sedums. All are quite hardy and great for containers and landscapes.  PP 

	 et 		
S, Aug-Sep, H 3-4", W 6-8", Z 4-9–(P.P. 28284) Gold leaves are edged with a red 
picotee in spring, turning to lime green in the summer. In autumn, they return 
to a deeper gold and red before turning vibrant red in winter. 

t 	 		
S, Aug-Sep, H 2-3", W 3-4", Z 3-9–(PPA ) White leaves have a pink blush in winter 
that deepens to dark rose-pink in spring. A stunning combination. 
PRICE OF CHICK CHARMS® SERIES (mix or match):

	 	 	eac
	 it 		

S, Jun-Aug, H 4-6", W 6-8", Z 3-8 Tube-shaped, lime green foliage is accented with 
rose tips. Adds refreshing variation to group plantings.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 ea t 		 8

S, Aug-Sep, H 3-4", W 6-8", Z 3-9 Large rosettes of blue-green leaves with a bright 
ruby-red center.  PP

	 	 	eac

t e ia	 ~ o
(Stoke s Aster) ounded plants have fringed, Aster-like owers and broad, 
deep green, strap-like leaves. They have excellent heat tolerance, so are widely 
grown in the south. Plant in rich, moist soil that s well-drained. 
	 ae i 	 i i it 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 12-14", W 12-18", Z 5-9 (P.P. 6164) Large, long-lasting owers 
open with a hint of yellow, then quickly mature to white.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 ae i 	 e 	 e 		

S, Jul-Sep, H 12-16", W 12-15", Z 5-9 The royal purple blossoms have red tones 
toward the center and measure 3 inches across.  PP

	 	 	eac
Thalictrum ~
(Meadow Rue) These large, airy plants are charming at either the middle or the 
back of a ower border, creating a nice background for other perennials. 
T.	 	 e i e 		
S/PS, May-Jul, H 48-72", W 36-48", Z 4-7 A heavy-blooming variety with strong 
crimson stems that support delicate purple owers in early summer.  BR

	 	 	eac
	a i e i i 	 i 	 ite 		

S/PS, May-Jul, H 26-30", W 16-18", Z 5-9 White owers fade to showy lavender-
pink seed heads. Will bloom the first year planted.  PP

	 	 	eac

Tiarella ~ o
( oam lower) These carefree perennials bear foamy sprays of star-shaped 

owers above heart-shaped leaves. They are exquisite groundcovers for a cool, 
shady spot. oliage remains evergreen, even in the North with early snow cover. 
	 	 a 	 	 ice 		

PS/SH, May-Jun, H 8-10", W 8-12", Z 3-8 (P.P. 16 3 ) Deeply dissected leaves with 
dramatic dark centers are so shiny they appear lacquered. Bears pink and white, 
lightly fragrant owers.  PP

	 	 	eac

Sedum continued.

New 

New 

LIDAKENSE CORALJADE
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Tradescantia  ~
(Spiderwort) These vigorous plants form clumps of narrow, rush-like foliage. 

rom early summer until fall, they produce clusters of showy, 1-inch owers 
that dissolve away by the end of the day. Highly adaptable.
	 	 cea 	 e 		

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H 30-32", W 28-30", Z 3-9–Sky blue blooms are 50% larger than 
other Tradescantia varieties. Tall, bushy plants maintain an upright habit.  BR
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
	 	 eet	 ate 		

PS/SH, Jun-Sep, H 12-18", W 15-18", Z 3-9–Blue owers paired with bright gold 
foliage.  PP
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each 

Tricyrtis  
(Toad Lily) Loose cymes of orchid-like blooms are borne on these plants for 
several weeks in late summer and fall. Pointed, leathery leaves appear almost 
waxy and are arranged in ladder-like fashion along arching stems.  
	 i ta	 i a a i	 i 		

PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H 34-38", W 16-20", Z 4-8–White, purple-spotted owers.  PP
	 	 	eac

i ~
These showy early-season perennials are ideal for moist or even wet, boggy 
areas. Dark green foliage is deeply divided. Plant in moist, humus-rich soil. Cut 
back after owering to encourage a new ush of leaves. 
	 	c t 	 e 	 		

S/PS, May-Jul, H 22-26", W 12-14", Z 3-7–Vigorous plants have large, creamy 
yellow double blossoms held on sturdy stems.  BR

	 	 	eac
	e ae 	 e 		

PS, May-Jul, H 18-24", W 18-24", Z 3-7–A robust and profuse owering selection 
with huge yellow buttercup-like blooms.  BR

	 	 	eac

e a c 	 ~ o
(Mullein) These plants feature spires of owers that open from the bottom of 
the spike, providing blooms for weeks. Felted, gray-green foliage forms a large 
rosette at the base. Deer resistant.
	 	 a 	 		

S, Jun-Aug, H 8-18", W 10-14", Z 5-9–(P.P. 16 4) Bouquets of lavender-plum owers 
rise above green rosettes of foliage. ery free- owering.  PP
$15.95; 3+ $14.45 each
	 	 t e 	 a 		

S, Jun-Aug, H 28-36", W 18-20", Z 5-9–Delicate, sweet blossoms in pastel colors of 
ivory to mauve-rose that are highlighted with a red star at their center.  PP

	 	 	eac 	

Veronica ~ o
(Speedwell) Speedwells are a large, diverse group valued for their easy culture 
and long bloom period. Ideal for rock gardens and borders.
	 	 e e 	 e 		

S/PS, Jun-Aug, H 6-8", W 15-24", Z 3-9–This low-growing groundcover bears 
clusters of cobalt-bue owers with white eyes. Lance-shaped, green foliage.  PP

	 	 	eac
	 	 e	 a e 		

S/PS, Jul-Aug, H 28-30", W 18-20", Z 4-8–(P.P. 9406) Lavender-blue orets cover 
the entire top half of this selection. The dark green foliage is quite dense.  PP
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
	 	 a 	 e a t 		

S/PS, Jun-Aug, H 18-20", W 18-20", Z 4-9–(P.P. 29377) Mesmerizing violet-blue 
owers pair beautifully with dark green foliage.  PP

$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
	 i ia	 e i e 	 a e 		

S, Jun-Sep, H 12-18", W 10-12", Z 4-8–This cultivar puts out bold, raspberry-pink 
oral spikes all summer long. Rich green foliage resists mildew with ease.  PP

$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each

Yucca
(Adam’s Needle) These amazing shrub-like perennials are grown for their erect, 
sword-like, evergreen foliage. A strong focal point in the landscape. Easily 
grown in any well-drained soil.
	fi a e t a	 	 a 		

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H 24-30", W 36-48",  Z 4-10–Eye-catching foliage of white and cream 
edged with green. Bears 6-foot spikes of fragrant, creamy-white owers.  PP
$14.95; 3+ $13.45 each
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We would like to thank the following
for providing images:

Darwin Plants, De Vroomen, Emerald Coast Growers, 
Growing Colors, Terra Nova Nurseries, 

Creek Hill Nursery and Walters Gardens Inc.

About Our Plants
PERENNIALS SHIPPED IN SPRING may be sent as dormant, top size, bare root plants (with no soil 
around the roots) or as plants grown in pots. Symbols at the end of the plant descriptions denote whether 
the plant is potted (PP) or if the plant is sent bare root (BR). On rare occasions, we may have to substitute 
an alternative size. Plants that have been grown in pots may show little or no green growth on arrival, 
but will quickly leaf out in warm temperatures.
ALL PERENNIALS SHIPPED IN SUMMER will be sent as well-established potted plants.
GROWING INSTRUCTIONS are sent with each order that explain the care required for your plants 
from the time they arrive at your door.
A FREE SURPRISE PERENNIAL will be sent with all orders of $50 or more! We’ll select it carefully for 
your growing area and make sure its mature size won’t overwhelm in the event you have a smaller yard. 
We’re sure you’ll be pleased with our selection.

Shipping Inf	mation
SPRING SEASON: We make every attempt to ship to your area when weather conditions are right for 
planting. We usually are unable to ship plants safely before March 15. We discontinue spring shipment 
around June 10 to prepare for summer shipping. 
SUMMER SEASON: We begin accepting orders for the summer shipping season around the beginning 
of July. We ship plants all summer, as weather allows, and continue until early October. For current 
availability, go to www.rootsrhizomes.com or call 1.800.374.5035. 
Your order may be sent in more than one shipment. We try to combine orders into as few shipments as 
possible. Unless otherwise requested, supplies will be shipped with plant material.

Hardine� Zone Map
This simplified plant one map issued in 2012 is available to view in full detail online. There is an 
interactive online feature that allows you to find your hardiness one by typing in your ip code. Type 
this link into your web browser, http://planthardiness.ars.usda.gov or follow the Zone Map link on our 
website at www.rootsrhi omes.com to find your hardiness one.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

Hardiness zones are based on the average minimum temperatures for each zone. Lower numbers indicate 
the most northerly area where plants will survive the winter and higher numbers are the most southern 
area where they will perform consistently. Recommended plant zones are meant for guidelines only. Other 
plant growth factors may affect hardiness such as rainfall, wind, humidity, soil type, altitude, sunlight and 
cultural practices. Local climates may vary considerably. It’s always best to use your instincts, observe oth-
er gardens in the area and be willing to do some experimenting with plant locations and plant protection.

Dear Perennial Enthusiast,
Welcome to the 2023 gardening season! While your landscape and gardens slumber, we hope 

you take the opportunity to browse our catalog and begin planning for spring planting. 
If you’re wondering what is new and exciting, we’ve highlighted a few additions on page 2 

that you won’t want to miss. In addition, take a look at the Dark Shadows™ Echinacea on page 33, 
SunSeekers® Rainbow Echinacea on page 35 and the Luminary™ Phlox on page 46. Plus, there 
are many other new items scattered throughout the catalog, so don’t miss a page.

As costs continue to soar, please know that we tried to limit price increases as much as 
possible. We offer our heartfelt thanks to our current customers and a warm welcome to anyone 
seeing our catalog for the first time. We look forward to serving you. 

The Staff of Roots  Rhi omes

Check Acceptance Policy
When you provide a check payment, you authorize us 
to either process a one-time Electronic Funds Transfer 
(EFT), or process the payment as a check transaction. 
You also authorize us to process credit adjustments 
to your bank account if a refund is needed. If you 
have insu cient funds to cover your payment, you 
authorize us to collect your payment plus a fee of 
$40 from your account. Funds may be withdrawn 
from your account on the same day we receive your 
payment. If you send a paper check (instead of filling 
out the Payment Method section on the order form), 
your order will take longer to process and you may not 
receive your check back from your financial institution.

Our Guarant� to You
Please open and inspect your shipment immediately 
upon arrival and notify customer service within 72 
hours of any perceived issues or problems. We reserve 
the right to request good representative photos of the 
plants or products in question, or the possible return of 
any product deemed unsatisfactory prior to approval 
of any adjustments. We do not guarantee against loss 
due to local seasonal weather conditions, neglect, 
disease, or damage from insect or animal pests, as 
these conditions are outside of our control. In no case 
will we be liable for any amount greater than the 
purchase price. 
SPRING SHIPMENTS: A credit voucher will be issued 
one time for any plant materials which fail to grow, 
provided they have been properly planted and cared 
for according to our instructions, and we are notified 
within 90 days of shipment receipt. Sale items will only 
be issued a credit voucher for the purchase price.
SUMMER/FALL SHIPMENTS: A credit voucher 
will be issued one time for plant materials shipped 
in summer or fall which fail to grow, provided 
they have been planted and cared for according to 
our instructions, the loss is not due to poor winter 
protection or rodents, and we are notified by une 1st 
of the following year. 
GARDENING SUPPLIES & ACCESSORIES (non-
growing items): We guarantee complete satisfaction 
when used according to manufacturer’s instructions. 
Report any unsatisfactory products within 30 days of 
shipment receipt for replacement, credit or refund of 
the purchase price.
Shipping charges are not refundable.
Although every precaution is taken to ensure accuracy, 
errors in price, quantity and or specifications may 
occur. We reserve the right to correct such errors.

IF YOU NEED HELP WITH YOUR PRODUCTS 
Contact us as soon as a problem is noticed. We aim 
to provide our customers with the highest level of 
horticultural support, advice and assistance to help 
them be successful with their gardens. 

Contact Us
Phone: 1.800.374.5035
Email: info@rootsrhizomes.com
Mail: P.O. Box 9, Randolph, WI  53956-0009



Line 
# Item # SIZE CODE  

OR PKG SIZE QUANTITY NAME OF ITEM WANTED PAGE # PRICE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

TOTAL OF ABOVE

TOTAL FROM SEPARATE SHEET

SHIPPING (see chart at left) Merchandise 
totals over $100 qualify for FREE Standard 
Shipping through February 28, 2023.

ORDER SUBTOTAL

SALES TAX (see chart at left) If your state 
is listed, please include sales tax at your 
state rate.

Deduct R&R Credits (if any)

TOTAL

             (PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH)

❑  Gift Certificate	 	
❑  Money Order (A gift certificate will be issued for any overpayment.)
❑  Electronic Check (Please see page 50 for acceptance policy.)

Bank Name _________________________________________________

Bank Routing #______________________________________________

Account # __________________________________________________

❑  Credit or Debit Card

Card #______________________________________________________

Exp. Date _______________________ Card Security Code_________

Signature __________________________________________________                   

IMPORTANT: Address label (on back of form) MUST MATCH the address shown 
on your credit card statement. Payment will be processed when order is placed. 

PAYMENT METHOD: 

Name _________________________________________________________                                                                                                        

Physical Address _______________________________________________
Include street, road, fire #, etc. so our delivery carriers can locate you.

P.O. Box (if applicable) __________________________________________

City_______________________________ State_______ Zip ____________                              

SHIP TO: 

Daytime Phone (______)__________________________________________

Email ______________________________________@ __________________

❑ I would like to receive email notices of sales and special offers.

SPRING 2023 ORDER FORM

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
We will notify you by email (provide above) when your order ships. Your order may be sent 
in more than one shipment. 
UPGRADED SHIPPING:
This charge covers accelerated processing time and an upgraded shipping method. Plant 
material will still ship at the proper planting time for your area. Please see the chart below 
for the cost of upgrading your order.

SUBSTITUTION SERVICE: 
If there is a crop failure or we run out of an item, we may substitute a similar variety of equal 
or greater value.

❑ MAILING LIST SERVICE: We occasionally make our mailing list available to 
carefully screened companies. If you do not want your name included, check the box.

IMPORTANT - VERIFY YOUR ADDRESS. PLEASE NOTE: If you are 
paying by credit card, the address on the back of this form MUST MATCH the 
address on your credit card statement. 

cut here
cut here

cut here

Standard:   $15.95

SHIPPING CHARGES

*Allow 5 to 14 business days 
for transit time.

Upgraded:   $45.90

P.O. BOX 9
RANDOLPH, WI 53956-0009

SALES TAX
The following states need to pay sales tax** on their orders:

AR
CO
CT
GA
IA
IL
IN
KS
KY

6.5%
2.9%
6.35%
4.0%
6.0%
6.25%
7.0%
6.5%
6.0%

LA
MA
MD
ME
MI
MN
NC
ND
NE

4.45%
6.25%
6.0%
5.5%
6.0%
6.875%
4.75%
5.0%
5.5%

NJ
NV
NY
OH
OK
PA
RI
SD

6.625%
6.85%
4.0%
5.75%
4.5%
6.0%
7.0%
4.5%

TN
UT
VA
VT
WA
WI
WV
WY

7.0%
4.85%
4.3%
6.0%
6.5%
5.5%
6.0%
4.0%

**Listed rates are approximate. Local rates may apply.

OUT OF ORDER LINES? To order more items, please continue on a separate sheet of paper 
and attach it to this form.
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DAYLILY SURPLUS SALE PRICING (mix or match): $6.95 each; 3+ $5.75 each; 6+ $4.25 each 

Black Eyed Stella  #A15022
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 12-16", Dor, Re–A 
star performer that blooms dependably from 
early summer until frost. Golden yellow, creped, 
3-inch blossoms have a dark red eyezone. Widely 
adapted, growing well in both warm and cold 
climates. (Roberson 1989)  BR

R&R Sensational Star  #A15736
S/PS, Mid-Late, H 36-48", Dor–A chance 
discovery in our fields that's really something 
special. The 5-inch double blooms are orange with 
a rusty-red eyezone and golden yellow center. 
A high bud count keeps it blooming over a long 
period. (Not registered)  BR

Blackberry Candy  #A15019
S/PS, Late, H 22-26", Dor, Re, Ext, Fra–Rounded 
4-inch blooms of bright golden yellow are trimmed 
with pretty ruffling and boldly accented with dark 
black-red eyes. The floriferous plants brandish 
their golden treasures until frost. (Stamile 1989) BR

BLACKBERRY CANDY IVORY EDGES
R&R BARCELONA

R&R SENSATIONAL STAR
SHAMROCK DOUBLE GRAPE

SILOAM URY WINNIFORD

BLACK EYED STELLA DUBLIN ELAINE

Shamrock Double Grape #A15307
S/PS, Midseason, H 28-32", Dor–Carnation-like 
4½-inch double blossoms are bright grape-purple 
with darker centers. Light ruffles border the 
petals and antique white veining provides added 
definition. (Brown 1982)  BR

Dublin Elaine  #A15543 
S/PS, Midseason, H 30-34", Dor, Re–Pastel pink 
ruffled petals showcase shades of lighter pink to 
white toward the center. A yellow halo peeks out 
from the center of the 5½-inch double blooms. 
(Joiner 1987)  BR

Siloam Ury Winniford  #A15340  
S/PS, Early-Midseason H 20-24", Dor, Ext–
Ruffled and diamond-dusted ivory-cream 3¼-inch 
blooms show cream midribs bisecting their purple-
black eyezones and green throats. (Henry 1980)  BR

Ivory Edges  #A15193
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 26-30", Dor, Fra–These 
6-inch deep purple blooms are so glossy they 
almost appear artificial. Each flower is outlined 
with a white picotee and sports a green throat 
that blends to a yellow center. Very vigorous and 
floriferous. (Klehm 1996)  BR

Stella De Oro #A15358
S/PS, Early-Midseason, H 12-18", Dor, Ext, Re, Fra–
The most popular daylily of all time due to its long 
blooming season. Golden yellow 2½-inch lightly 
creped blossoms have gently ruffled, recurved 
petals. Flowers are borne in profusion nearly all 
summer long. (Jablonski 1975)  BR

R&R Barcelona  #A15703
S/PS, Late, H 24-48", Dor–Vibrant red, 4½-
inch flowers have a glowing lime green throat, 
yellow halo and white edge. Sturdy, vigorous 
plants produce an impressive number of blooms. 
(Not registered)  BR

Daylily Surplus Sale

STELLA  DE ORO




